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Wear 2000 is scary enough.
Why take chances with your financials?

Superior Business Tools

Meeting Your Needs In Time

Only one thing counts. Reporting. Over 500

At Mu ltivie w we u ndersta nd tha t t he millen-

A Reputation For Excellence

sophisticated companies rely on Multiview's
state -of- the -art reporting technology D.A.U.
(Direct Access Viewing Environment) to
deliver the information they want, where
they want it, when they need it. D.A.U.
delivers on -line, real time, drill- around OLAP
analysis of any combination of financial,
statistical or budget information. D.A.U.'s

nium will affect your financials long before

Your mission critical applications are just
that - mission critical. You need a proven
Y2K solution that delivers superior performance and you need it fast. Multiview is
a leader in the development and implementation of integrated financial applications.
We have over 1500 application installations
worldwide. Multiview clients come from
42 different industries and range from
$20 million in revenue to over $6 billion.
Our customers rely on our expertise and
experience to guide them safely into the
next millennium.

power, combined with our object- oriented
accounting structure, lets you track any
number of projects, programs and products,
in any imaginable combination. You now
have all the power of the corporate information at your fingertips.
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January 1, 2000. Our software consultants
can implement a new solution in as little
as 30 days.

Hey, it's your financials.
Why take chances?
To receive a free, on -line demonstration
give us a call or visit us at:

Multiview Corporation
1- 800 - 422 -0122
www.muldviewcorp.com

you're looking for a flexible accounting system, look
no further than Solomon IV. Now, Solomon Software
offers you even more flexibility with your choice
of the latest Solomon IV for Windows or the
new Solomon IV for BackOf ice.
Choose Solomon IV for Windows, and you'll
gain the competitive advantage of proven and
easy -to -use financial
applications built
around the latest
32 -bit technologies
from Microsoft, Seagate Software,
Pervasive Software and FRx .. .
a solid accounting system that
offers a low cost of ownership.
With Solomon IV for BackOffice,
you'll benefit from our enterprise wide suite of
applications
including financial
B- t t1l I l I
management, project management,
service management, distribution, and seamless integration with
the latest technologies optimized for Microsoft BackOfftee ...
even their new SQL Server 7.0!
Solomon Software has provided innovative and reliable
business solutions to thousands of companies worldwide
for nearly twenty years. That's why our clients choose
Solomon Software, and its network of business partners,
to increase their productivity and return on investment.

Choose Solomon — It's A Wise Choice
If you're serious about your company's success, call Solomon Software at 1- 888 - 875 -9071 or 419 - 424 -0422 for more information
and a free Multimedia CD ROM. Send email to sales @solomon.com, or visit us on the Web at www.solomon.com.

J Solomon Software
Solomon IV is a registered trademark of Solomon Software, Inc. ©Solomon Software. Inc. 1998 Product names mentioned herein may be trademarks and/or registered
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ca n a fina ncia l ma na ger do to ma na ge the
c o n se q u e n c e s o f t h i s a x i o m ? T h e s o l u t i o n :
Fo c u s o n wha t y ou r c o mp a n y d o e s b e st ,
ev a l u at e y o u r o p t io n s, an d t a k e t h e
'w
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29PREDICTINGYEAR-ENDCASH
Ig BY MARTIN D'AMICO, CPA

You can monitor cash flow by simply converting all activities to hours says this former controller of a multimillion dollar corporation. This method is designed to give
the CFO /owner more time to focus on the
future because of the method's easily
obtained snapshot of the past.

34ACCOUNTANTSOVERSEAS
Wheredidthecashgo?

29
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JU BY GEORGE F. HANKS, CMA, CPA,
AND L UCINDA VAN ALST, CPA
Exporters and importers can increase
their competitiveness and reduce duty
payments by taking advantage of international areas within the United States.
B a se d o n a 1 9 3 4 C o n g r e ss i o n a l Ac t , t h e se
areas nu mber more th an 2 1 5 in 4 9 states

and include 350 subzones operated by
individual companies.
Cover:Manypathsleadto
increasedcompetitiveness,
efficiency, and profitability.
Seepage20.CoverbyBob
Grant,NYC.Imageused
from: ©1997 PhotoDisc, Inc.,
TheObjectSeries,Metaphors
andSymbols.

Lybrand Bronze 91ecfa(unnner

25PRODUCT/CUSTOMERCRITICAL
0 EVALUATION
BY GE RALD M. WEINBERG
In light of the 5/50 rule that 50% of a
company's profit comes from 5% of its
p r o d u c t s a n d 5 % o f i t s c u s t o m e r l i st , w h a t

1 2 BY KENNETH J. ROSE, CPA, AND
JAMES A. HENDRICKS, CPA
Caterpillar Inc. doesn't just talk about
accountants being strategic partners —it
actually sends them around the world with
other corporate professionals to serve as
financial advisors on various product and
project teams. Experience has shown that
an accountant on site often can facilitate
discussions, reducing the time needed to
complete a potentially profitable project.

40 PROCESS REDESIGN: IS IT WORTH IT?
Ig BY JEFFREY P. SELANDER AND
KELVIN F. CROSS
Redesigning a business process to achieve
greater efficiency and productivity must be
carefully planned and executed. These
experts use a three -step approach that
involves process mapping, value analysis,
and the half -life principle, which was used
to analyze a communications group. The
result: Only 15% of what was going on in
the process related to what the customer
wanted.

Authorization to photocopy items for internal or personal use, or the internal or personal use of specific clients, is granted by the
IMA to libraries and other users registered with the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) Transactional Reporting Service, provided that the base fee of $3.00 per copy, plus 30¢ per page, is paid directly to CCC, 222 Rosewood Drive, Danvers, MA 01923.
ISSN 0025 -1690, $3.00 + 30¢.
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Navision Software US
500 Pinnacle Court, Suite 510
Norcross, Georgia 30071
1 -8o0-552 -8478
www.navision- us.com
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E -mail: Editorial, ma @imanet.org; Advertising, aschulman @imanet.org
45 "GREENING" WITH EVA
I g BY MA RC J. EPST EIN A ND
S. DAVID YOUNG
When corporate managers approve environmental projects with only a simple
payback analysis, they may be doing a
disservice by not analyzing such projects
for financial soundness. Analysis using
the economic value added (EVA) metric
can show the contribution of environmental investments to shareholder value and
possibly lead to improvements.

Columns
6 PERSPECTIVES
Everyone is welcome to join IMA.

8 LETTERS
ABC and TOC: what integration?

50HOSPITALSURVIVALINAMANAGED
CAREENVIRONMENT
BY L. GAYLE RAYBURN, CMA,
AND J. M IKE RAYB URN
The 1999 Student Case Competition
challenges students to help Memorial
Hospital —which lost almost $2 million in
1998 —turn the institution around and
achieve a 5% return on revenue in two
years.
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18 NEWS
Al Rosen, IMA VP.

S4 TECHFORUM
The circus arrives.

10 GOVERNMENT
Year 2000 guidance.

62 CLASSIFIED

12 CAREERS
Assessing your staffing needs.

62 ADVERTISERS'INDEX

14 TAXES
Bracey case clarifies travel deduction.

16 STRATEGICCOSTMANAGEMENT
Integrating activity -based costing and
economic value added.

64 CONTINUING EDUCATION
Let IMA be your financial corporate
university.
19

Article meets NASBA & IMA /CMA /CFM CPE requirements.
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Article meets IMA /CMA /CFM CPE requirements.

These articles will be included in IMA's quarterly self-study quiz, which you can order by calling 1- 800-638 -4427, ext. 278.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGS is indexed in the Accoun tanti ng and Tax Index and

is available via microform and/or electronic databases from UMI, a Bell & Howell
Company, P.O. Box 1346, Ann Arbor, MI 48106 -1346. For further information on
format availability, contact UMI or check UMI's Web -site (http: / /www.umi.com).
Permission is granted to reproduce any of the contents of this issue for use in courses of instruction, so long as the source and Institute of Management Accountants'
copyright are indicated in any such reproductions. Written application must be made
to the Editor for permission to reproduce any of the contents of this issue for use in other than courses of instruction —e.g., textbooks and books of readings or cases, Except
as otherwise noted, the copyright has been transferred to the Institute of Management
Accountants for all items appearing in this magazine. For those items for which the
copyright has not been transferred, permission to reproduce must be obtained directly from the author or from the person or organization given at the end of the article.
Quantity reprints of any article in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGS or back issues (subject

to availability) may be obtained from Circulation Department, IMA, 10 Paragon Drive,
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760.
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Boards of Accountancy as a sponsor of continuing
tryprofessional education on the National Regis of CPE Sponsors. State boards of accountancy have final authority on the acceptance of
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GREAT NEWS CHARLIE, NOW YOU'LL BE ABLE
TO CUT WAY DOWN ON THE PROZAC.
JUST THINK OF IT,
A SIMPLIFIED
BUDGETING PROCESS
WITHOUT THE NEED FOR

SPREADSHEETPROGRAMS.
You'l createbudgets,financialmodels,consolidate*plans
witheaseandaccuracy.QuicklylinktoyourG/Lsystem,
measureperformance,do"what-if"scenarios,produceanalysisreports
all withouthavingtocreateasinglemacroorformula.
It'sabouttimesomeoneaddedalittlesanitytothe
complexitiesofbudgeting.

A QUICK OVERVIEW:
✓
✓

Fully Database Driven
No Additional Software Required

•

Easy to Learn and Implement

•

Import Data from Existing Applications

•

Unlimited Record Handling

•

Financial Modeling

•

Interglobal What -if Scenarios

✓

Revenue Forecast in Cash or Units—

✓

Accrued Revenue and ExpenseSupport

✓

Human ResourceExpenseManagement

✓

Expense Allocation Support

✓

Inter - company Elimination"

✓

Asset Management and Depreciation

✓

Loan Management and Amortization

•

Consolidation and Roll Ups'

•

Compare Actual to Budget

✓

Multi- currency Support'

✓

Dynamic Tax Table Support

✓

Strategic Business Plan Writer

✓

Automated Financial Forecasting

✓

Drill Down Reporting with Query Support

✓

GAAP Compliant Financial Statements"

Downloadademo:

✓

Ratio Analysis and Customizable Reports

www.budgetnow.com/ima
Orsimplycall:800.283.6779

✓

Combine Strategic and Tactical Planning

✓

Bottom -up / Top -down Planning

✓

Conforms to any Business Environment

Limited Time Offers,

✓

AttachPlanet'sSmartNotes"'toany
LineItem

BudgetMaestro5-0serStorterPock,S3,995.
IndudesIENTERPRISEand4{051CENTEREditions REGULARLYPRial AT'4,775

BudgetMaestroDesktopEdition3.1,ONLY5995.

'Enterprise Edition Only
"Desktop and Enterprise Edition Only

REGULARLYEKEDAT'1,295,

Try It RISKFREE, 30 -Day Money Back Guarantee.
OFFERSEXPIRESFEBRUARY30, 1999
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EVERYONE IS WELCOME TO JOIN IMA

EDT
I OR Kathy Williams
TECHNOLOGYEDITOR Michael Castelluccio

In my tra vels a s IMA President this yea r I ha ve been fortu na te

PRODUCTIONMANAGER Lisa Nasuta

to meet with ma ny loya l IMA members who enjoy cha pter in-

GRAPHICS Patricia L. Keeley

volvement as well a s benefit from ou r edu ca tiona l produ cts a nd

CIRCULATION Alice Schulman

certifica tion progra ms. However, I a m concerned tha t some of

PROOFREADER Janet Ullrich

these members, a long with ma ny professiona ls who ha ve a n inEDITORIAL(ONSULTANT
James M. Hart

terest in joining the IMA, misundersta nd wha t the qu a lifica tions a re for IMA membership.
I wa s very surprised to lea rn tha t ma ny believe a fou r -yea r
degree is requ ired —it is not. Some ha ve voiced concern tha t they a re not a cting in a n a ccou nting or finance role at this stage in their ca reers a nd are thereby disqu a lified —they
are not. Still others expect tha t all IMA members a re either certified or in the process of
becoming certified beca u se it is a membership requ irement —it is not.
I look ed a t ou r standa rd a pplica tion form to find the rea son for these misconceptions
and I ha d to a dmit it: T he membership criteria section is so verbose and filled with "eithers" and "ors" tha t I bega n to wonder myself abou t what the IMA wa s a sk ing of its new
members. T he real a nswer is simple: Anyone who is "interested in the goa ls a nd objectives of the Institu te" a nd the professions tha t IMA serves is welcome as a member. T he
only significant requirement is that new members mu st self - a ttest to 1 0 hours of contin-

EDITORIALADVISORYBOARD
Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA; Germain Boer;
Robert Boyle, CMA, CPA, CFPIM; Anthony
Joseph Cataldo, CMA, CPA; Anthony S. Cava lieri, CMA, CPA, CIA, CPIM; Anthony Curatola;
Robert A. Czekanski, CMA; Rebecca Dillard,
CMA, CPA; Donna Forrest, CPA; Bridgette Hobart, CPA; Thomas J. Jordan, CMA, FHFMA,
CMPA; Alfred M. King, CMA; Edward J. McCracken; C. Mike Merz, CMA, CPA; John G.
Mezquita, CPA; J.T. Marty O'Malley, CMA,
CPA; Michael D. Osheroff; William L. Paladino;
Susan Pierce, CMA, CPA; Grover L. Porter,
CPA; William J. Rogers, CMA, CPA; Patrick
Romano, CMA, CPA; Annette West, CMA.

uing edu cation annua lly.
G

With ou r members broa dening their sk ill sets and moving into all a spects of a compa -

M

W
•01I
: IMA

ny's operations, we ha ve responded by offering a wider ra nge of edu cational produ cts a nd
technica l progra ms. And ma ny of these will a ttra ct nontra ditional a ccou nta nts a nd fina nce professiona ls. T ha t is ou r intent, a nd we need you r help to a chieve this goa l. We

EXECUTIVEDIRECTOR/PUBLISHER
Richard M. Swanson

shou ld genera te intere st from ba nk ing, investment, a nd trea su ry pr ofessiona ls a s well a s
ou r core constitu ency. We mu st a lso introdu ce the valu e tha t IMA offers to government

ASSOCA
I TEPUBUSHER
F. Peter McGrath

and nonprofit orga nizations.
We ha ve reva mped the IMA membership a pplica tion to clea rly a nd simply sta te ou r
admission requ irements. You ca n downloa d copies from the IMA Web site,

ADVERTS
IN
I GREPRESENTATIVES
IPC Enterprises

(www.imanet.org).

142 E as t 30t h St re et

Ou r objective is to broa den the IMA membership ba se to reflect the new rea lities of a
fa st - cha nging bu siness environment. As a member, you will benefit personally from all

New York, NY 10016
Tel: (212) 252 -0222
Fax: (212) 252 -1020

the resou rces tha t a broa dened, mu ltisk illed membership will bring to the ta ble. Plea se
help u s sp rea d the messa ge we deliver in ou r ex pa nding m a rk eting ca mpa ign: tha t the
new IMA welcomes everyone interested in ca reer a dva ncement in the a ccou nting/fina nce
fields.

Alice Schulman, Advertising Coordinator
Tel: (800) 638 -4427, ext. 280;
Fax: (201) 573 -0639

After a ll, cu rrent members lik e you a re the best sa lespeople for a n expa nded, reju vena ted IMA!

PAMELA PRINZ STEWART
President, 1998 -99

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® (ISSN 0025-1690) is
published monthly by the Institute of Management
Accountants, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 076451760, (201) 573 -9000. Price $10.00 per copy. Subscription rates, per year $20 (included in dues, nondeductible): nonmembers, $135.00. Periodicals postage
paid at Montvale, N.J., and additional mailing offices.
To ensure uninterrupted mail service, send present
address label and new address including ZIP
number to Data Entry Dept., IMA, Montvale,
J � NJ 07645 -1760. Allow six weeks for change.
IMA's telephone number is 1- 800 - 638 -4427;
IMA's fax number is (201) 573 -0639.
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establish Open Buying on the Internet (OBI) to ta ke busin ess furt her. Wha tever your suppl y needs,
Power Purchasing provides the ultimate link for on -line buyers and sellers who demand security and control. And
24 -hour support service makes business shopping even easier - from temporary staffing to replacement parts
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ABCANDTOC:
WHATINTEGRATION?
Demmy and Talbott ( "Improve Internal
Reporting with ABC and TOC," November) claim to integrate activity -based
costing (ABC) with theory of constraints
(TOC). They don't.
The two major changes from their
"ABC — Production Only" scenario to
their "TOC and ABC— Production, Marketing, and Administrative" scenario are
1) using ABC to allocate "Marketing —
Other" and "Administrative" costs to
products, and 2) Rewriting the statement in the contribution margin format
rather than the income statement format. Neither of these has anything to do
with TOC. In fact, this entire statement
has nothing to do with TOC, the intermediate subtotal labeled "Net Throughput," and the calculation called "Net
Throughput/Gallon" notwithstanding.
That this has nothing to do with TOC
is readily shown by reference to the authors' own article, to wit: "Goldratt
deems it meaningless and misleading to
allocate any fixed costs to individual
products." So how could a statement
that allocates fixed costs to products be
TOM It can't. TOC is not about figuring
out what products cost.
So what is it about? It's about figuring
out what is constraining your firm's financial performance, ensuring you are
maximizing the performance of the constraining resource, changing the system
to increase the capacity of the constraint
until you have shifted the constraint
elsewhere, and then starting the cycle
over again. You will search the article in
vain for any mention of these concepts,
or any information about Old Bloomfield
Distillery that would be useful to management in implementing them. —
Kennard T. Wing, CMA

AUTHORSRESPOND
In the September 28 issue of Fortune
8
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magazine, noted management guru,
Peter Drucker, related that he had liquidated his position in the stock market as
of January 1998 and bemoaned the excess capacity that existed in the world
today. "Here's a prediction: Automakers
world -wide keep adding production capacity and I don't know why. We must
have two times the capacity that the
world really needs... "
Our recent experience has been that
Drucker's comments capture the world
today. The assumption in our article is
that there is no internal constraint as
spelled out explicitly in Table 2 in the
article. If this assumption is accurate,
then the throughput per unit in Tables 2
and 4 and/or throughput percentages by
product time will usually provide the
same management direction as the traditional constraint approach articulated
in the last paragraph of Mr. Wing's
letter.
In Table 4, the Contribution to Indirect activities provides a better measure
of product line performance than a standard TOC "materials only" computation,
and the Net Throughput/Gallon provides
a more accurate floor on short -term pricing decisions to sell excess capacity. Neither measure involves allocation of fixed
costs to products. Finally, we believe the
ABC Cost per Gallon provides a useful
estimate of what a company's competitors are likely to quote on the same job.
This measure does include allocated
fixed costs in accordance with ABC
methodology.
If there is a resource constraint, such
as labor, it would be necessary to adjust
the throughput per unit in Tables 2 and
4 to show opportunity costs. If bourbon,
for example, took twice as much labor
per unit as gin or vodka and labor was a
constraint, then we would manufacture
and sell as much gin and vodka as possible before manufacturing any bourbon.
In many companies, however, overtime,
outsourcing, and process improvements
can be employed to overcome the constraint problem, and Tables 2 and 4 will

suffice. Steel, oil, and paper industries
are examples of this today.
There are exceptions, however. Two of
our former students owned an esoteric
company which tied "fishing flies" and
did all of the tying. Under this scenario,
it was necessary to determine the
throughput per hour of labor for each
type of fly in order to maximize the performance of the constraining resource.
Partners in small CPA firms often confront the same problem in optimizing
their time. —Steve Demmy, John Talbott
CMA

REFRESHN
I GLOOK
Professors Demmy and Talbott's article
was a refreshing look at both ABC and
TOC. Clearly, both measurement systems have disadvantages when cost and
volumes move around relevant ranges. I
do, however, take issue with their statement "...we are skeptical of organizations that maintain they can identify
large amounts of variable costs and believe that such attempts do not meet a
cost - benefit criterion."
I have direct experience in companies
where variable costs are a significant
portion of total cost of sales. In these
companies, (component electronics and
reprographics) material, direct labor,
and variable overheads account for 50%
of the selling price. There may be a
trend toward less labor intensity due to
automation and step fixed costs, however, in practice, some organizations still
must address and account for those
costs which "should" change with
volume.
The cost to set up the ledger to account for fixed and variable cost pools
requires the expertise of a good management accountant, however, if done
properly, the results will communicate
variances to line management in a credible and consistent manner. The benefit
does exceed the cost. Contribution margin remains a very important measurement tool in these situations.
Let's have more articles of support for
the benefits of the traditional variable
costing techniques which can work so
well in measuring the key points of
profitability of its products or pools.
There are still organizations which are
variable cost intensive in which ABC or
TOC may not be the best solution. —
James M. Chamberlain, CMA
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You could guide your business using the tools of the past —the historical
data provided by traditional reporting systems. Or you could lay in a
course for success with the solution that tells you where your business is
headed before you get there.
Web - enabled Metify ABM, the new value -based performance management
solution from Armstrong Laing, gives you the over - the - horizon view you
need to map out a successful future.
ACTIVITY -BASED M A N A G E M E N T
PROCESS M A P P I N G & S I M U L A T I O N
P R O F IT A B IL IT Y PERSPECTIVES
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

Can you AFFORD to leave

your business future to chance?
Start your successful future today with a visit to www.armstronglaing.com
to find out more, or call Armstrong Laing at 1- 800 - 883 -4111.
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should "hopefuly go beyond just another `form letter.'"

SECISSUESFINALAUDITOR
M
' ISCONDUCT'RULE
Auditor independence also was an is

Stephen Barlas, Editor

YEAR2000GUIDANCE
The Securities & Exchange Commis
sion is getting a lot of questions from
companies about how to apply the Year
2000 disclosure guidelines issued by
the agency last July. So it has put out
some answers to some frequently
asked questions. The guidelines require companies to provide meaningful
disclosure in four categories if Year
2000 costs could have a material impact on their balance sheet. Those four
categories are costs, risks, state of
readiness, and contingency plans. The
level of detail the company must pro vide—in its MD &A in its annual and
quarterly reports —varies from category to category depending on the facts
at the time the report is written. For
example, as 1998 faded out and 1999
arrived, the pressure to provide better
information increased in the risks and
contingency categories. In terms of
costs, companies should total what
they have spent on hardware and software consultants and what they have
spent on employee time devoted to
solving potential Y2K problems. If no
exact dollar figure is available for the
latter, then that has to be stated. In
the risks category, companies have to
describe the "reasonably likely worst
case scenarios" and how they would
impact both information systems and
other aspects of the company's equipment and operations. But that bleak
scenario does not have to cover failure
of the power grid or other doomsday
events unless they are "reasonably
likely" to occur.

AUDITORSMUSTSTATE
N
I DEPENDENCE
It looks like auditors will have to start
reporting in writing to corporate audit
10
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committees on how they, the auditors,
came to the conclusion they are "independent" of the company they are auditing. SEC rules require auditors to be
independent and have for a long time.
The Independence Standards Board
(ISB), in its first major pronouncement, will not clarify what is or is not
independence. But the ISB will require
auditors to list in black and white the
factors they took into account in coming to their conclusion of independence.
The board of directors of the ISB,
which was created by the SEC and
American Institute of CPAs, was scheduled to adopt the rule at its January 8
meeting. Art Siegel, executive director
of the ISB, says auditors will have the
latitude to discuss whatever factors
they think are noteworthy with the audit committee. There will be no preset
step -by -step ISB - sanctioned checklist
that auditors will have to follow.
The SEC thinks this formal independence evaluation will be a good thing,
but auditors need to tell audit committees a lot more. The SEC believes that
auditors are too tight -lipped and audit
committees too passive, an opinion that
was underlined once again in the letter
SEC Chief Accountant Lynn Turner
sent Tom Ray, the AICPA director of
audit and attest standards. The purpose of the letter was to apprise Ray of
potential topics for the 1998 -99 "audit
risk alert." Turner noted that auditors
should inform audit committees of a
whole host of things including selection
and changes in significant accounting
policies, the process used in formulating sensitive accounting estimates, adjustments proposed by the auditor but
not recorded by the entity that could
cause future financial statements to be
materially misstated, disagreements
with management and whether or not
satisfactorily resolved, and other information. Turner said this information

sue, though a subsidiary one, in the
SEC's final rule on accountant misconduct. A federal court of appeals had
criticized the SEC for not being specific
enough about when an accountant
crosses the line into `improper professional conduct." The SEC proposed an
amendment to its misconduct rule in
June 1998. One aspect of the amendment was noncontroversial: defining
misconduct as "intentional or knowing
conduct" that results in a violation of
applicable accounting standards. But
the SEC also wanted to be able to disbar accountants for negligent behavior.
That drew a lot of complaints.
In the final rule, which went into effect November 28, the SEC made some
changes in the wording of the two
types of negligent behavior that it
would consider "improper professional
behavior." One would be a single instance of highly unreasonable conduct
in circumstances where heightened
scrutiny is warranted. The second is
repeated instances of unreasonable
conduct that indicate a lack of competence. On the first score, "highly unreasonable conduct where heightened
scrutiny" is called for, the SEC envisions applying that when matters are
important or material or when warning signals or other factors should alert
an accountant to a heightened risk.
Here is where auditor independence
comes in. The SEC specifically red flagged circumstances that raise questions about an accountant's independence as always meriting heightened
scrutiny. The "highly unreasonable conduct" language in the final rule is seen
by the SEC as an accommodation to
people who complained about its language in the proposed amendment.
There, the SEC had proposed a standard of "an unreasonable violation of
applicable professional standards that
presents a substantial risk." ■
St e phe n Barl as is a j ournal ist wi th more
than 17 years of e xperi ence report ing from
Washingt on, D.C.
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With its open systems support, JAMIS Tlmetmrd is the ultimate in
enhanced time collection accuracy, efficiency and functionality.
JAMIS Timecard's true client/server architecture offers integration to a wide range of leading servers and networks. JAMIS
Timecard supports Oracle and Informix database environments,
runs on Windows NT and UNIX servers, and accommodates
Windows, NT and Mac clients.
Reports and timecards can be accessed from remote sites via the
Internet or Intranet on Microsoft Explorer and Netscape Navigator.
This means access from almost anywhere in the world.
And, JAMIS Timecard is Year 2000 compliant and conforms to
all DCAA guidelines while enforcing the same stringent and auditable
controls applied to paper time cards.
A key benefit of JAMIS Timecard is its accessibility from the
desktop PC, the Web, and through IVR (touch -tone phone).
That's why predominant contractors like Raytheon, Academy for

Educational Development and Unisys have come to rely on JAMIS
Timecard for their time and labor tracking needs.

•�Enhances�Efficiency�—�by�eliminating�the�inefficient�and�time�consuming processing of paper timecards.
•�Reduces�Errors�—�with�on�-line�timecard�prompting�and�validation.
•�Provides�Timely�Reporting�—�with�daily�updates�and�"early
warnings" that advise of potential overruns on jobs or contracts.
•�Complete�Auditability, —audit trail of all changes.
•�Remote�Capabilities —support access from multiple remote sites
through LAN, WAN or Internet.
•�Security�Features�—�include�log-in password protection and
comprehensive, controlled access options.
•�Direct�Interface�to�Accounting�Systems�—�including�JAMIS,
JAMIS Open, and leading third -party accounting software.
• Co mp le t e Op e n Sy st e ms S u pp or t —through utilization of
proven UNIFACE a pplication and development technology.
Call us today for more information on the solu tion to all your
automated time tra cking needs.
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I'm an accounting manager working at a small company that is undergoing rapid
expansion. Workloads are rising, but current staff so far has been able to handle the
growing responsibilities. However, 1 recognize that will probably change soon, and
additional personnel will be needed. Is there a way to determine exactly how many
new accountants should be hired so that 1 don't overstaff?
Max Messmer, Editor

Assessing your staffing needs.
Planning for a potential upswing can be
tricky. You want to be prepared, but as
you've already recognized, you don't
want to overstaff. So how do you
achieve this balance? The key lies in
assessing your present and future
workloads as accurately as possible
while maintaining a degree of flexibility.
It's no secret that the world of work
is changing. Yesterday's paradigms
continue to be shattered as businesses —and employees —try to keep up
with the frenetic pace of change. Just
as workers no longer expect lifelong
employment with a single organization, many companies are realizing
that they cannot continue to view the
staffing process as they always did.
The old "one- person, one -job" mentality
is giving way to a broader look at the
real goal of staffing —to get the job
done. Many are finding that no one
approach provides the entire solution.
Strategic staffing. Often called strategic staffing, this new way of thinking
offers a cost - effective way to bring
together the specialized experience
organizations need for a rapidly changing environment. Although a core staff
of full -time employees is certainly key
to getting your department's productivity relatively on track, the problem is
that the nature of this workload is
always changing. Realizing this fact,
companies are increasingly finding
that they require a combination of
resources to meet their objectives. Having access to highly qualified professionals on a short -term or contract
basis can make available skills that
may not be needed full -time.
Focusing on filling needs rather than
12
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filling desks is the essence of strategic
staffing. Rather than a process or a formula, it's a mind -set, and it can take
many different forms. Some companies
have made temporary assignments a
part of their internal hiring process.
Others maintain a contingent workforce acquired from outside staffing
services to work alongside their full time staff as needs arise. What both of
these examples have in common is a
needs - driven rather than position driven focus. Both of them involve first
analyzing what human resources are
going to be required to meet both
short- and long -term business needs.
Second, they call for budgeting for the
appropriate mix of temporary and fulltime personnel.
Utilizing project professionals in
business is hardly a new phenomenon.
What's different about their use in the
strategic staffing model are the
expanded roles they play and the
degree to which they are integrated
within the larger workforce. Not only
are contingent workers used more often
to address dynamic workloads and
avoid overstaffing, but the nature of the
work they're performing has changed,
too. In the past, these positions were
primarily administrative and provided
largely a stop -gap measure for those
seeking full -time opportunities. Many
of today's temporary professionals and
contract workers, however, are "knowledge workers " — computer programmers, accountants, and others —who
are not seeking full -time employment
and enjoy the variety and flexibility
offered by this kind of work.

Analyze workloads annually. Although

no one can predict the future, there are
tools that can help you plan for it. Set
aside time to conduct a thorough analysis of your department's employment
trends and needs. Project the frequency
and exact times of workload peaks and
valleys as accurately as possible. Last
year's overtime pay records might provide a clue. Because you're anticipating
growth in the company, the peaks in
your projected workload may exceed
last year's, but a pattern should still be
discernible. It's a good idea to conduct a
fresh analysis once a year.
When a staff member leaves, don't
automatically assume you need to
replace him or her with another full time worker who has the very same
skills. Take a look at how the work may
have changed since the last employee
was hired and the advantages of
enhancing your team's talent mix.

A flexible plan. For your accounting
department, integrating temporary
professionals into the workflow can
provide an intelligent way to handle
the peaks you've identified. And
because no plan is perfect, this flexibility will afford your staffing plans a
"margin of error" if actual workloads
fall short of your estimates. To sustain
work for which you've decided only a
full -time staff member makes sense,
you also can call upon professional
temporaries to fill in while a search for
a full -time employee is conducted. Ultimately, perhaps the most important
consideration is that the use of interim
staff can obviate the trauma associated
with overstaffing and subsequent layoffs. In short, you buy flexibility and
with it the ability to maintain a more
stable, satisfied team of full -time
employees. Strategically assessing your
staffing needs is the kind of homework
that will pay off many times over. A
realistic, yet flexible, plan will put your
accounting department in an ideal
position to meet the challenges that so
often accompany a rapidly growing
business. ■
Max Me ssme r is chai rman and CEO of
Robert Half Inte rnati onal , Inc. (RHI ), pare nt
company of Robert Half,® Accountemps,I and
RHI M anageme nt Re source s.0 RHI i s t he
world's first and large st spe ci ali ze d staffi ng
firm placing accounti ng and finance professionals on a full -ti me, temporary, and project basis.
Mr. M essme r's most re cent books are The Fast
Forward MBA in H iring (John Wile y & Sons,
Inc.) and Job Hunt ing For Dum mie s- ( IDG
Books Worldwide),
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s harder than ever to recruit, hire and retain key accounting and finance
It'personnel.
The1999 Salary Guide from accountants on call®

t

and AccouNTANrs ExEcumE SEARCH® can help you determine how your
compensation packages compare to other employers within your region.
This year's Guide provides a comprehensive and reliable summary of current
salary levels of various accounting, finance and accounting support positions
throughout the United States and key business districts of Canada.

Know�where�you�stand�—
request your 1999 Salary Guide right away!
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Anthony P. Curatola, Editor

BRACEYCASECLARF
IE
I STRAVELDEDUCTO
IN
Unreimbursed employees and independent contractors received bad news
recently in a tax court case [Bracey,
Alvin Victor, T. C. Memo. 1998 -254].
Alvin Bracey, an independent contractor, deducted a per diem which included both a lodging and meal component
for his business trips while away from
home. He applied the per diem which
employers may use to reimburse
employees who make a proper accounting to their employers.
The issue in question centered on
whether unreimbursed employees and
independent contractors can use the
lodging component of the per diem. A
normal scenario is that an unreimbursed employee (construction worker)
or self - employed individual will be
away from his/her tax home on a temporary assignment. The taxpayer desires to apply the federal per diem
rates for lodging, meals, and incidentals in determining taxable income.
These travel expenses will appear on
the employee's Federal Form 2106,
Employee Business Expense, or on the
independent contractor's Schedule C.
While some tax professionals have
advised clients that this approach is
unacceptable for the lodging per diem
component, the IRS, in phone inquiries,
and other tax professionals have advised taxpayers that the lodging per
diem approach was acceptable for determining their deduction for their Unreimbursed expenses. As the per diem
approach generally requires less record
keeping and often provides for a deduction greater than the actual cost incurred, this has placed those advising
against the lodging per diem in the unenviable position of being chastised by
both taxpayers and tax professionals.
The law is clear regarding travel expenses. Taxpayers engaged in a trade
14
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or business (as Bracey was) or in the
production of rental or royalty income
can deduct travel expenses in determining Adjusted Gross Income (AGI)
[IRC §621. Taxpayers who are employees can deduct unreimbursed travel expenses in connection with their job to
the extent the expenses exceed 2% of
their AGI. Unreimbursed employee
travel expenses, reported on Form
2106, are deducted as a miscellaneous
itemized deduction [IRC §67].
Travel expenses include transportation, meals, lodging, and other necessary expenses incurred while away
from home for both employees and self employed individuals. To qualify as
employment related, the trip must be
connected with a trade or business
(Bracey) or be employment related (the
construction worker), and the taxpayer
must be temporarily away from his/her
tax home. Work assignments exceeding
one year will not be considered temporary [IRC §162(a)]. Revenue Ruling 9386 further illustrates the Internal Revenue Service's position in applying the
rules relating to temporary assignments, but they were not addressed in
the Bracey case.
The amount that is deductible for
meals, incidentals, and lodging is confusing and can cause frustration for
the taxpayer. Employers may reimburse their employees for (1) actual expenses; (2) a per diem for meals, incidentals, and lodging; or (3) a per diem
for meals and incidentals and for actual lodging expenses. The per diem
amounts are limited to the amounts
paid by the federal government to its
employees while away from home. The
amounts may vary by location as a result of variation in the costs for a particular area [IRS Publication 15421.
Unreimbursed employees and inde-

pendent contractors can deduct only
their actual expenses, item numbered
(1) above, or actual lodging and the per
diem for meals and incidentals, item
numbered (3) above. The 50 %r reduction to meal and entertainment expenses called for in Section 274 (n) of
the Internal Revenue Code also must
be applied to the per diem rates. Internal Revenue Procedure 97 -59 provides
detailed rules in the use of the per
diem allowance.
The difference between the per diem
amount for lodging and the actual
amount can be sizable. Construction
workers often travel to remote locations for extended periods of time. If
they know in advance the length of
their stay, they will rent a house or
apartment because it will be less costly
than motel rooms. This is the situation
workers in industrial and commercial
construction often find themselves. A
pipefitter temporarily sent to Atlanta,
Ga., to work on a new industrial plant
is now allowed to deduct only his actual lodging cost. A search of the Internet
I www. apartments. com I revealed three bedroom apartments in the Atlanta
area rent from $695 to $1,795 per
month. If the worker rented an apartment for the average monthly rental
($1,245), his/her total deduction for a
six-month stay would be $7,470. Currently, the per diem rate for lodging in
Atlanta is $97 [IRS Publication 15421.
If the pipefitter used the per diem rate,
his/her deduction would be $17,751. By
not being allowed to use the per diem
rate, the worker would pay an additional $2,879 in taxes (assuming a 28%
rate) for his/her six -month stay in Atlanta. As a result of the Bracey ruling,
unreimbursed taxpayers may pay considerably higher taxes.
While the Tax Court in Bracey v.
Commissioner pointed out that the
IRS's publication, used by Bracey, "is
not exceedingly clear" regarding the
use of the per diem by a self - employed
taxpayer, we doubt that such an apology will mollify those taxpayers if audited —even though federal apology appears to be the order of the day. —
J. Gregory Bushong, Russell H. Hereth,
and John C. Talbott.
J. Gre gory Bushong, Ph.D., CPA, CM A;
Russe ll H. Hereth, CPA; and John C. Talbot t,
Ph.D., CM A, are facul ty membe rs, De part me nt
of Account ancy, Wri ght Stat e Unive rsit y, Dayton, Ohio.
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chine hours and setup hours, respectively. But for some indirect dedicated
capital such a simple equivalency cannot be identified, and a different capital driver will have to be established.
The capital assigned to primary and
secondary activities will be considered
dedicated, and the associated interest
charges are then assigned to cost objects. In contrast, the capital assigned
to tertiary activities is considered non dedicated, and its interest charges are
not assigned to cost objects. (For a definition of these classes of activity, see
December's column.)

Nondedicated Capital. Nondedicated
Robin Cooper and Regine Slagmulder, Editors

INTEGRATINGACTIVITY-BASEDCOSTINGAND
ECONOMICVALUEADDED
The activity -based profitability maps channels, and, second, it rewards the
described in last month's column can
be improved by incorporating into
them the concept of economic value
added (EVA®). The theory of EVA is elegantly simple: To be economically justified, an investment must earn at
least its cost of capital. The ABC -based
EVA of a product is given by:
ABC -EVA = Revenue - (ABC Cost + (Capital
Employed X Cost of Capital))

The EVA extension to ABC requires
that the capital employed for each
product (or other cost object) be determined and that a risk- adjusted rate for
that capital be identified. The superiority of EVA can be demonstrated by considering two products. The first sells
for $100, has an ABC cost of $30, but
requires capital employed of $100. The
second product also sells for $100 and
has an ABC cost of $30, but it requires
capital employed of $1,000. If the cost
of capital is 10 %, then the first product
has a positive EVA of $60 ($100 - $30 10% X $100), whereas the second has a
negative EVA of $30 ($100 - $30 - 10%
X $1,000). The first product creates
wealth, while the second destroys it.
Yet both have the same $70 ABC profit!
This simple example highlights the two
major advantages of the integration of
ABC and EVA. First, the decision maker becomes sensitive to the economic
return of products, customers, and
16
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more efficient use of capital.

Dedicated Capital. When ABC and EVA
are integrated, the concept of dedicated
and nondedicated capital emerges naturally. Dedicated capital can be traced
meaningfully to cost objects while non dedicated capital cannot. There are
two types of dedicated capital: direct
and indirect. Direct dedicated capitals
can be unambiguously associated with
a single cost object. For example, the
investment in finished goods inventory
for a given product or the accounts receivable balance for a particular customer are examples of directly dedicated capital. Indirect dedicated capital,
in contrast, is associated with multiple
cost objects. The easiest way to handle
indirect dedicated capital is to assign it
to the activities that it supports and
then, in the second stage, to the cost
objects. For example, if the activity is
"machining," then the capital employed
includes the firm's investment in the
machine(s) performing the "machining"
activity. Similarly, if the activity is "set
up," the investment in setup equipment and the space dedicated to the
setup department is assigned to the
"setup" activity. In many cases, the interest charges can be assigned to cost
objects using the same activity driver
as the ABC model; for example, the interest charges for the machining or setup activities can be assigned using ma-

capital is employed to support the facility or the enterprise, but it is not directly associated with the manufacture
of products or the servicing of customers and channels. A good example
of such capital is the short -term investment and cash war chest that firms accumulate to acquire other firms. The
interest charges associated with this
"infrastructure" class of capital are not
assigned to cost objects because decisions involving cost objects typically
will not alter the level of such investments. As the purpose of the EVA
maps is to identify cost object -level decisions for further analysis, the inclusion of the interest charges associated
with this class of capital is counterproductive.

Definition of Capital. The book value
(gross or net) of assets typically does
not provide a good estimate of the current value of the firm's assets. For a
more accurate E V A analysis it is better
to use either market or replacement
values. 2

Cost of Capital. Theoretically, it is necessary to compute a cost of capital for
each major line of business. But for the
purpose of developing EVA maps, a single rate for most enterprises is usually
all that has to be determined. EVA
maps, like profitability maps, need to
be approximately correct; they do not
have to be highly accurate. Consequently, small variations in the cost of
capital will not change the relative
evaluation of products or customers.
Only if the underlying risk level is significantly different will it be worth developing multiple estimates of the cost
of capital.

Sporial Studios. The purpose of special
studies is to convert the analysis from
resource usage to resource supply (see
December's column). Such special studies are designed to provide better insights into the economic impact of decisions. The adoption of an EVA
perspective does not change the need
for special studies, but it does require
that the analysis be expanded to include the likely effect on capital
employed.
At the product and customer level,
there are three ways in which capital
can be employed more effjcently.
First, the assets can be used to support a different product or customer
mix. For example, if a machine is
used to produce an equal volume of
the two products described above, it
will generate an EVA of $30 ($60 -$30)
for every pair of products that it produces. If the mix can be changed so
that it is 100% of the first product,
then the EVA for a pair of products
climbs to $120 ($60 X 2). Second, dedicated assets that are no longer required can be sold and the capital
used for new investment purposes
that have a higher EVA. Third, additional assets that are required to support the new product or customer mix
can be acquired.
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Long -Term Versus Short -Term Doilisions. Occasionally, the decision being
considered will have long -term infrastructure implications. Then the special study will include some if not all
of the nondedicated capital in the
analysis. For example, if the decision
centers on opening or closing a production facility or a sales office, then the
nondedicated capital associated with
the production facility or sales office
will be incorporated into the decision.
In the limit, if the decision deals with
the entire enterprise, then all of the
capital employed by the firm will be
included, and the special study will be
a classical EVA analysis with all capital and associated interest charges
included.
Decisions to modify a firm's infrastructure are considered from time to
time, but decisions that affect the
firm's short -term product and customer
mix are made continuously. The objective of these decisions is to take maximum advantage of a firm's existing infrastructure. Such decisions are
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influenced by bottleneck resources that
limit the number of times an activity
can be performed. A pure ABC system
cannot shed insights into how to maximize short -term profits when bottlenecks exist. To achieve that objective,
we have to incorporate the theory of
constraints into the general activity based model. This extension is the subject of next month's column. ■
Robin Cooper i s professor of management,
Pe t e r F. D rucke r Graduat e M anage me nt
School , Cl aremont Graduat e Universi ty, and

visi ting profe ssor at the Goiz ueta Business
School at Emory Universit y.
Regine Sl agmulder is professor of management account ing, Ti lburg U niversi ty (t he
Ne t he rl ands ), and vi si ti ng profe ssor at the
Universi ty of Ghent (Be lgium).

'The treatment of these capital costs is equivalent to
the one for direct material in the ABC system.
2The adoption of ABC and EVA represents a considerable change in the managerial thinking. Many firms
do not immediately shift to market or replacement
values for assets to give their management teems
time to first adapt to the ABC and EVA approaches.
They can subsequently adopt new assets valuation
approaches.
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Kathy Williams, Editor

AL ROSEN, IMAVP, DIES
Al Rosen, IMA national vice president
from the Wild West Council, died last
month of a massive coronary. A dedicated, long -time IMA member, he served
the Institute well for many years at the
local, regional, and national levels. In
addition to his current role as national
vice president, Al was a member of the
cross functional budget team and
chaired a special VP task force.

ACCOUNTING/FINANCE
SALARIESAREONTHERISE
All areas of finance and accounting

both public and private —will see an increase in salaries and hiring this year
as management turns more and more to
its financial professionals for advice.
CFOs and treasurers in midsize companies, for example, probably will see a
4.6% increase in salaries, with starting
salaries ranging from $81,000 to almost
$106,000. Salaries for controllers will be
$71,750 to $94,000. And assistant, division, and plant controllers should see
$52,750 to $69,250. On average, all
starting salaries in corporate finance
and accounting will increase by an average of 4.7 %, up from a 3.1% increase
last year, according to the latest findings from Robert Half International.
And even though most job candidates
take the hardest look at salary, they also are seeking extended vacation time,
stock options, signing bonuses, flexible
work schedules, child care assistance,
relocation packages, and tuition reimbursement from their potential new employer. Though employers are responding positively to these requests, they are
expecting qualified candidates to have a
greater variety of skills to bring to their
new jobs. Finance and accounting professionals in demand will have expertise
in financial analysis, cost accounting,
accounts receivable, technology, SEC filings, and IPOs. They also will have certification and advanced education.
Job seekers in banking should hone
18
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their skills in commercial credit and
lending, online banking, call center services, sales and marketing, and special
training and education. And IT professionals should be able to work on a contract basis and add networking, Inter net/intranet development, relational
database, application development, and
software implementation skills to their
portfolios.
Industries with the hottest jobs are finance, insurance, real estate, manufacturing, high -tech, business services,
healthcare, and construction.
To find out more, call Robert Half International at 1- 800 - 474 -4253, or visit
its Web site at www.roberthalf.com.

WOMENREACHHIGHER
CORPORATELEVELS
On a related note, women are finally
reaching the upper rungs of the corporate ladder and will continue to advance
over the next five years, CFOs say.
When polled recently, 40% of respondents said the number of management level positions held by women accountants has increased, and 38% said they
will increase in their companies over
the next few years.
Cecil Gregg, executive director of RHI
Management Resources, which conducted the poll, noted, "Women are increasingly assuming key leadership positions
within the accounting and finance
fields, most notably as controllers, vice
presidents, and chief financial officers."

TAXPROFESSIONALSWANT
RADICALCHANGES
More than 41% of tax professionals sur
veyed recently by the RIA Group are
calling for a radical change to the Internal Revenue Code —from eliminating
the income tax system altogether to
suggesting a drastic revamping and
simplification of the code. Most say the
system is unfair and complex and needs
an overhaul.

Other areas in which respondents desired change were the "marriage penalty," which many wanted eliminated; gift
and estate tax provisions, which others
said should be removed; and the institution of a flat tax.
Almost 500 respondents participated
in this second Flashpoll conducted by
the RIA Group to understand the key
issues on tax, accounting, and finance
professionals' minds and to provide a forum for their opinions and comments.
For full results, visit www.flashresults.
riag.com.

ERRATA
In last month's News column, several
lines were inadvertently dropped from
the last item about the Risk Management Institute. Members who want to
contact the RMI to find out the price
and details of ordering the Y2K report
mentioned can call the customer service
department at 1- 800 - 827 -4242 or (972)
960 -7693. Ask for "A Risk Management
Approach to the Year 2000 Crisis."
Also, the e-mail address was incorrect
for Joseph R. Hudicka of Dulcian, Inc.,
on p. 30 at the end of his article, "Layered Systems Deployment." His correct
address is jhudicka @dulcian.com.

SOYOUWANTTOSTARTYOUR
OWNBUSINESS
Answer the following 10 questions, and
you can find out whether you have what
it takes to be an entrepreneur:
1. Are you goal driven?
2. Are you a leader?
3. Are you self - confident?
4. Are you a risk taker?
5. Are you prepared to work long
hours?
6. Are you good at problem solving
and decision making?
7. Are you a skilled communicator?
8. Are you organized?
9. Are you competitive?
10. Are you a team player?
If you answered "yes" to eight or
more, you can start now, according to
the Illinois CPA Society, which designed
the test. Six to seven "yes" answers
means you show potential, but five or
fewer means you may not be quite
ready. Consider finding a partner or
someone else to help you. ■
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FOREIGNTRADE
Ho w y o u r c o m p a n y c a n p r o f i t fr o m i n t e r n a t i o n a l z o n e s

f you expect to buy from or sell to companies outside the
United States and you are not using a foreign trade zone
(FTZ), you may be overlooking one of the most useful competitive tools available. Foreign trade zones allow companies
to increase operational efficiency and effectiveness, postpone
the payment of duties, and, in some cases, legally avoid paying some duties altogether.
What are foreign trade zones? Simply stated, an FTZ is a
site within the United States considered to be an international area. In other words, the merchandise in the FTZ,
both foreign and domestic, is outside the jurisdiction of the
U.S. Customs Service. For the purposes of quotas, duties,
and taxes, it is an area considered outside U.S. territory.
Usually located in or near a port of entry, general purpose
FTZs are operated as a public utility by a public entity such
as the Port of Portland, the Indianapolis Airport Authority,
or the Crowfield Corporate Center in Charleston, S.C. The
areas are bonded and must be secured and enclosed, which
make them safer than most ports of entry —a consideration
that has led to decreases in insurance cost for some companies using them. General- purpose zones handle merchandise
for many companies.
A subzone is an extension of an FTZ that is located at a
particular company site. There are no legal differences in the
types of activities that can be undertaken in zones or sub zones, which means that companies can operate subzones at
locations convenient to them but still reap the benefits of an
FTZ. A subzone handles only its company's merchandise
tinder FTZ procedures.

I

FTZ in bulk to optimize quantity discounts and shipping
costs. Once in the zone, however, the goods can be repackaged into smaller quantities for shipment to the manufacturing plants. This enables the company to postpone the payment of duties until the items are shipped to the plant
rather than when they are received into the country. If the
plant is a subzone, the duties may be delayed further. For
example, if a component is incorporated into a finished product, the tariff is applied to the imported item only when it
leaves the FTZ as part of a finished unit.

Pay $50,000 Customs fee
Upon receipt of goods.
ait three months.

Step
2

No duty payment upon
receipt of goods.

Step

Wait three months.

3
Deliver to your customer.

Step

Deliver to your customer.

4
one.

BY GEORGE F. HANKS, CMA, CPA, AND
LUCINDA VAN ALST, CPA

Step
5

Pay the Customs fee
three months later.

Positive cash flow for three months = $50,000;
if company's cost of capital is 15 %, interest saved = $1,875.

WHAT CAN BE DONE IN AN FTZ?
Repackaging, combining, and destroying products. There are

many specific activities that can be performed within FTZs
that reduce a company's costs. For example, components that
are purchased from a foreign supplier to be used in a just -intime manufacturing environment can be shipped into the
20
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Suppose, for example, a company imports components to
be used in products that will be shipped to customers in
three months. Assume that the components have a duty fee
of $50,000. If the company is not using an FTZ, the fee is due
to U.S. Customs when the goods arrive at the port. If the
company were using an FTZ, however, the goods would be

BONES
inside the United States.
shipped directly to the FTZ and stored there with no payment of
duties until the finished products were shipped to the customer.
Because the duties would be paid at that time, the company would
have the use of its $50,000 for three months longer than it would
without the FTZ. If the company's cost of capital is 15 %, the savings
on this one shipment would be $1,875. (See Figure 1.)
Duties even may be reduced, or postponed, depending on the product in which the components are used. In some cases, the duties
imposed on the finished product may be lower than that of the
imported component. For instance, assume the duty on an imported
electronic component is 6 %. If that component is incorporated into a
finished product that has a duty rate of 3 %, the company would pay
the lower rate when the product comes out of the FTZ. On a
$200,000 shipment, the savings would be $6,000. (See Figure 2.)
Frequently, the finished product might have no duties, and the
company could legally avoid paying any duties at all on the imported
goods. If the component is combined such that the total value of the
final product consists of more than 50% American labor or components, the product can be classified as "American made" for purposes
of NAFTA and have lower tariffs for entry into Canada and Mexico.
Duties may be avoided altogether for goods that are imported but
found to be damaged, or faulty, or to exceed the company's needs. If
the faulty or excess items are in the FTZ, they can be destroyed
there, and no duties would be paid. Also, no customs duties are owed
on imported goods held in an FTZ and exported out of the FTZ.
Additional processing. If a company imports component parts that

require additional processing, savings may be realized by having
those activities done in the FTZ rather than by the foreign manufacturer. If the manufacturing activities are performed overseas and the
component is then imported, duties will be paid on the value of labor
and overhead incurred by the producer, as well as the amount of
profit attached to the part by the foreign supplier. Because there are
no customs duties levied on labor, overhead, and profit if the processing is performed in an FTZ, total costs could be significantly reduced
by importing an unprocessed component and processing it in the
FTZ. Further, because the supplier's profit on the unprocessed component would be smaller, the resulting customs duties would be
smaller.

Scenes from Clark Maritime Centre in Jeffersonville,
Ind.
JANUARY 1999
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Processing activities performed within an FTZ also can be
useful if a company exports goods to Canada and Mexico
under NAFTA provisions. In order to qualify for NAFTAreduced tariffs, items must contain more than 50/0 of domestic content. In the FTZ, imported goods can be processed, and
by adding U. S. materials, labor, and overhead they can qualify for lower NAFTA tariff rates.

Distributors' advantages. Distributors that import and then
resell items can delay duties by doing some of the tasks in
the FTZ that would normally be done in the distributors'
facilities. For example, the distributors can have their goods
shipped into the FTZ and then have the FTZ's personnel
pick, repack, and ship goods to customers. Distributors also
can cut costs if they need to demonstrate their products to
potential customers. Rather than bringing the equipment
directly into the country, paying duties immediately, and
then showing or demonstrating it, the equipment could be
brought into the FTZ, shown to customers, and the payment
of duties delayed until the goods are sold. This is especially
important if the imported goods are high -value items. Any
special training required on the equipment could be conducted in the FTZ making it unnecessary to pay duties for equipment used for the training. If the items being demonstrated

ORIGINS OF FOREIGN TRADE ZONES
n 1934, Congress passed the Foreign Trade Zones Act "to
expedite and encourage foreign commerce." The Act was
designed to stimulate international trade and, thereby, create jobs and investment in the United States. In 1950, the
Act was amended to allow manufacturing and exhibition
within the zones. This change significantly enhanced the
beneficial services of the zones. Another improvement
appeared in April 1980 as an amendment to U.S. Customs
Service Regulations that excluded U.S.- sourced processing
costs in zones from U.S. Customs duties. Currently, there are
more than 215 FTZs in 49 states and about 350 subzones
operated by individual companies that are affiliated with
these FTZs.
Each public, general purpose FTZ issues its own rules,
regulations, rates, and charges. All rates and charges for all
services and privileges within the zone must be fair and reasonable. The FTZ must afford all potential users uniform
treatment and operate as a public utility according to the
FTZ Act of 1934.

I

import goods and then export to another country. Items
brought into an FTZ and then forwarded on to a plant in
Canada, for example, or sold to a customer there, would not
be subject to U.S. duties.
$200,000 component parts
to your warehouse.

Quotas. Companies that import items subject to quotas also

Duty rate paid on
foreign parts = 6 %.

Step
2

No duty paid.

US -added parts and labor
to finish products.

Step
3

US -added parts and
labor to finish products.

Deliver to your customer
from your warehouse.

Step
4

Duty paid on finished prod ucts (including parts) = 3 %.

None.

Step
5

Deliver to your customer
from the FTZ.

Duty fees saving on a $200,000 shipment
of foreign component parts = $6,000.

or those used for training are not sold, they could be
returned to the manufacturer without any duties at all.
One major merchandising company uses a subzone for its
large distribution center. Imported goods are brought directly
into the center where they are stored and sorted for shipment to its retail stores. Because the merchandise is in an
FTZ, payment of duties is avoided until the goods are
shipped to the stores. As a result, the company has the use of
its money for the period between the receipt of the merchandise and the shipment to its stores. The interest savings are
substantial. This same company also can cut costs by avoiding duties on merchandise that is rejected and destroyed or
returned before it leaves the FTZ.
Still another advantage exists for distributors who might
22
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can use FTZs to manage costs. There are no quota limits in
an FTZ. Goods can be brought into an FTZ in excess of a
company's quotas and held there until the next quota period.
Alternatively, items can be combined with other components
in the FTZ into a product for which no quota exists. Either
path defers, reduces, or eliminates duties that must be paid
by the company.

Taxes. In states where businesses are subject to tangible personal property or inventory taxes, companies may be able to
defer or avoid state and local taxes because goods from foreign sources held in an FTZ are not subject to those levies.
This benefit could mean many dollars saved, especially for
expensive equipment used for demonstration, damaged or
excess goods, and goods exported directly from the FTZ.

Increased security. Another cost - effective feature of FTZs
concerns security. FTZs are subject to U.S. Customs security
requirements, and unauthorized removal of goods from an
FTZ is a federal offense. Because of the high level of protection, companies could find they save money through reduced
theft and through reduced insurance rates. Furthermore,
FTZ documentation for receipt, processing, and shipment of
goods is so thorough, companies might experience improved
accuracy in inventory records, fewer shipping and receiving
concerns, and decreased waste and scrap.

Processing fees. Companies that have several imported shipments each week can save cash on the cost of processing the
paperwork involved and on the processing fees charged by

Processing fee per
week= $485 maximum.

Step
2

Processing fee per
week = $485 maximum.

company uses an FTZ, it can consolidate the shipments on a
weekly basis and pay only one processing fee regardless of
the number of individual shipments. For example, if a company has 20 customs entries per week, the processing fees
could be $9,700 per week or $485,000 per 50 -week year. If
the firm used an FTZ and processed all shipments on a
weekly basis, it would pay a maximum of $485 per week or a
total of $24,250 per 50 -week year, a savings of more than
$460,000. (See Figure 3.)

Total processing fee per week
based on 20 shipments = $9,700.

Step
3

Total processing fee
per week = $485.

FINDTHENEARESTFTZ

Processing fee per year (based
on 50 work weeks) _ $485,000.

Step
4

Processing fee per year (based
on 50 work weeks) _ $24,250.

Dutyfees saving on$10,000annual shipment=$460,750.

U.S. Customs. The first savings result from a provision that
allows companies using an FTZ to submit customs entry
paperwork on a weekly basis rather than a shipment -byshipment basis. If a company has five imports per week, it
can cut processing cost substantially simply by doing less
processing.
The second processing savings result from reducing the
merchandising processing fee charged for each customs
entry. The U.S. Customs Service charges a fee of .21% of the
value of the merchandise up to $485 for each shipment. If a

T he best way to determine if your company can take
advantage of the savings potential of an FTZ is to contact the
general manager of a nearby general purpose (public) zone.
If you are unsure of the location of the nearest FTZ, contact
the National Association of Foreign -Trade Zones in Washington, D.C., at phone (202) 331 -1950 or fax (202) 331 -1994. ■
George F. Hanks, CMA, CPA, DBA, is professor of accounting at Ball
State University in Muncie, Ind. Professor Hanks is a member of the
North Central Indiana Chapter through which this article was submitted.
He can be reached at (765) 286 -5108.
Lucinda Van Alst, CPA, DBA, is associate professor of accounting at
Ball State University. She can be reached at (765) 285 -5105.
The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance of William E. Herber,
M.P., CPPO, D.P.H.M., and Martin Noufer. Mr. Herber is a global logistics
consultant for Global Logistics Indy (317- 259- 1816). Mr. Noufer is an MBA
graduate of Ball State University.
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Short On Time.?

Earning Your CPE Credits
Can Be As Fast As Reading
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
To earn CPE Credits, read the
specified articles in MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING '.* Complete the quarterly CPE self -study quiz by answering the 50 multiple choice questions,
and return the answer sheet for grading to the Institute. You will receive

a Certificate of Completion stating
that you have earned six recommended CPE Credits in specified
fields of study. You can earn up to 24
hours of CPE Credits each year for
only $129.00, or six hours of CPE
Credits each quarter for only $35.00.

To Order Call 1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 278
For Information Call 1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 302
'The North Carolina State Board of C P A Examiners does not accept CPE Credits for reading MA N A G E M E N T A c c o u N TIW '
and taking a self -study quiz. However, regular self -study CPE Courses continue to be acceptable for C P A s to claim for credit.
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ne of the continuing challenges of any organization is to maintain that high level of
self - criticism required to keep the organization focused on those things it does best. All too
often, sales personnel faithfully guard customers
who are marginal profit producers and provide
little opportunity for significant improvement.
Frequently, product concepts are supported long
after they have ceased to yield significant profit
or any compelling strategic advantage.

y, in most cases, true profit contribution
for many companies comes from a very small
slice of the product array while customer contribution to the bottom line may hinge on only a
handful of key customers. The 5/50 rule tends to
apply with a vengeance. Simply stated, 50% of an
organization's profit contribution comes from 5%
of its products while the same 50% of profit contribution can be associated with 5% of the customer list. Furthermore, information systems

es

Yes

Yes

1. This is the heart of your business. Put your best thought into how to improve it.
Direct key management to make it grow and insulate it against competitive challenge.

Yes

No

2. This is a candidate for reengineering. Consider outsourcing, pricing changes, and engineering
changes. Retain the product/service only if it is a key to something else. If the product/service cannot
be brought to profitability or if it is not key to existing or potential strategic customers, get rid of it.

Yes

Yes

No

3. Continue this product/service if it is key to an existing customer. Otherwise, get rid of it.

Yes

No

No

4. This is a probable candidate for dropping from your product line. Unless there is some other
compelling reason, get rid of it.

No

Yes

Yes

5. This is another tough situation. If the producUservice doesn't fit strategically, it should be culled.
Doing something that is not within your best capabilities is a waste of resources.

No

Yes

No

6. This is a resource eater. Try to get rid of it by selling or licensing to somebody else.

No

No

Yes

7. If this is truly a nonsignificant product and only causes clutter, cut it from your product line.

No

No

No

8. This is an easy decision.

Table
Strategic

Significant

Profitable

Yes

Yes

Yes

1. These are your key customers. Focus on reviewing your pricing and service. Consider careful
review by a team independent of the personnel not already involved in serving the customer.
Have them focus on where you can be better.

Yes

Yes

No

2. This is a real challenge. Here you have a very key customer not bringing a result to the bottom

Recommended Action Steps

line. This requires some independent thought. Consideration should be given to changes in
pricing, product mix, or significant service restructuring. Be very tough on this one.

26

Yes

Yes

No

3. Customers in this category can be maintained. There is a good chance, however, that the customer
really isn't profitable. Reexamine hidden costs of service. If the customer continues to be profitable,
use it from time to time as a laboratory to experiment with new ideas or changes in service. The
customer also can be used as a training account. If on careful examination the customer is found
to be unprofitable, it is probably a candidate for dismissal.

Yes

No

No

4. This customer needs to be reexamined to see how it can be made profitable. If this cannot be
accomplished, the customer needs to be served by somebody else.

No

Yes

Yes

5. This is perhaps the most difficult customer situation. If the customer doesn't truly have strategic
significance and there is no likelihood of a change in the future, then a plan should be implemented
to divest the customer. Remember that this is a drain on key and vital resources.

No

Yes

No

6. This is a typical corporate trap. Remember that volume means nothing, and volume associated with
poor profitability means the consumption of valuable resources. Carefully consider the methodology
of service to this customer to see if it can be made profitable. Look at pricing, product mix, service
and methodology. If the customer can't be made profitable, get rid of it.

No

No

Yes

7. This is a situation that requires real guts. Getting rid of a profitable client is a management challenge.
Perhaps the customer is salable. Do not continue to support a customer that provides only profitability.

No

No

No

8. This is the easy one. Get rid of the customer.
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often do not readily provide information concerning product and customer
profitability. This creates the challenge of identifying the problem as
well as doing something about it.
Company management must critically examine their customers and
products or services periodically to
make sure they are consistent with
the company's core capabilities. In
essence, these three questions need to
be asked with respect to every product or service offered and with respect
to every customer being served:

Ask
yourself
these
questions .

• Is this customer or product strategically important?
• Is the revenue contribution of this
customer or product significant?
• Is this customer or product
profitable?

THEISSUEOFSTRATEGIC
IMPORTANCE

Did you spend all those

E

to be a data entry clerk?

ery year, each organization should
review what it is that it does well and
what things it does that have made it
successful. This is core capability. The
key questions are: What is it that we
do best, and what factors have made
us a success?
Business enterprises often reward
managers for innovation. Much too
often, innovation is a digression into
an unfamiliar arena. In essence, this
means that the organization is doing
something that is somewhat of an
experiment. Experimentation in some
instances can lead to a breakthrough,
but experimentation also can lead to a
product or service that has little to do
with a company's core business.

years in higher education

If you answer ed yes to a ny of
these questions, then don't bother reading any further because F9 will eliminate those tasks and ruin your fun.
If, on the other hand you prefer
to spend your time addressing the issues that your reports will bring to light,
you should be using F9.
F9 links your spreadsheet directly
to your General Ledger making it the
most flexible and powerful financial
reporting application you will ever use.
You will be able to create any report or
analysis you can imagine with the familiar user interface of your spreadsheet. If you ca n master thr ee new
spreadsheet formulas, you will have
learned how to use F9.
Once you've experienced reporting with F9, nothing else will do. And
we're willing to back that up with a
30 day money -back guarantee!
Prove to yourself that F9 is the
best financial reporting application
you'll ever use. Call us.
Any questions ?

Do you enjoy the challenge of trying to key an
entire report without making a transposition error?

1- 800 - 663 -8663 ext. 314

synexsys @synex.com

www . F9 . com

PROFITABILITY

D

uring the past 10 years, the management accounting profession has
developed the concept of activity based costing (ABC). ABC is a conceptual attempt to allocate marketing,
administrative, and other support
costs down to products and/or customers. As a management device, its
value rests on the bold assumption
that all costs in an organization are
truly variable. ABC challenges the
assertion that an organization needs
to retain a marginal customer to cover an element of fixed costs.
Furthermore, in considering the

Do you savor the thrill of
tracking down errors in a
report that doesn't balance?
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profitability of a customer or product,
there exists an array of costs that are
hidden within the production support,
marketing, and general administrative
area. These costs need to be examined
and assigned appropriately After all,
customer service people do support
customers, and purchasing personnel
do order product components.
It is true that most accounting
systems do not have the functionality
to assign support costs to products or
customers. Equally true is that the
process of examining where human
resources spend most of their time
will provide you with important clues
as to how to allocate costs down to
product and customer levels.
In reviewing the "hidden" cost elements, the following checklist should
be considered:
• Inventory carrying costs;
• Stocking and handling costs;
• Quality control and inspection
costs;
■ Customer order processing;
■ Order picking and order
fulfillment;
■ Billing, collection, and payment
processing costs;
■ Accounts receivable carrying costs;
■ Customer service costs;
■ Wholesale service and quality
assurance costs; and
■ Selling and marketing costs.

PUTTING IT ALL
TOGETHER

H aving evaluated the strategic
importance of a product or customer
and its contribution to profit, you are
now ready to go through the process
of considering what needs to be
pruned and what needs to be nurtured. This is a wonderful opportunity
to critically look at a long- standing
activity and truly decide whether it is
worth the resource that it consumes.
If a product or customer does not
meet the test of strategic importance,
significance, and profitability, then
clearly something needs to be done.
The matrices on page 26 should
provide you with a checklist of action
for the product, customer, or service
under review. (See Tables 1 and 2.)
Having established the action steps
for each situation, assign clear
responsibilities and call for action
28
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within 60 days. This is an excellent
opportunity to involve someone outside your organization with no vested
interest. A fresh look is often just
what you need to convince yourself
and others that the time for decisive
action is at hand.

KEYQUESTIONS

In making an assessment as to
whether or not a product or service is
strategically important, the following
questions need to be asked:
■ Does the product or service fit
within our organization's core
capabilities?
There are a series of questions
related to this. Do we really know the
technical process? Are we familiar and
comfortable with the market? Do we
understand the channel of distribution? Is this truly a quality product or
service? Are we perceived as being
one of the key providers of this product or service within our market?
■ Is this product or service "best in
class "?
In essence, this becomes a question
of focus. An organization has to look
carefully at its product or service
offering and consider how it fits competitively within its market segment.
Whatever the market segment may
be, it is important to identify whether
this is truly a best offering to your
customer. A best offering may be in
terms of quality, service, and reliabili-

Separate yourself
from the crowd...
Become a CM (Certified
Management Accountant) or CFM
(Certified in Financial Management)
Let Lambers show you how you can
achieve these goals right in your own home!

Lambers

CMA/CIFM REVIEW

For information or sample video
CALL 1- 800 - 272 -0707
www lamberscpa. com
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ty or price. Remember, there has to
be some distinct advantage that
allows your organization to represent
that within its desired market segment it has something to offer that
your competitors do not.
■ Will the product or service
provide a springboard for new
opportunities?
A product or service can be of true
strategic importance if it can lead to
something beyond its own immediate
value. Sometimes this may be the
development of an internal technological capability. In some cases, the
product may provide access to a customer base that is important for a
"product- concept" under development.
■ Is the product or service absolutely
necessary to support another existing product or service line?
There is a common fallacy of overstated product cross support. All too
often, organizations continue products
within their product line with full
recognition that there are poor performers. Often, the perception is that
the company needs this product to
round out its product line —an
assumption that has to be critically
challenged.
The process of lining up your array
of products or customers to determine
those which are significant is an easy
one. It is largely a matter of enumerating your revenue contribution from
top to bottom by product and customer. If your information system
allows you to carry out this evaluation in terms of profit contribution, all
the better. Consider those items in
the first quintile as those that are significant. All others may fall into the
category of insignificant. ■
Ge rald M . Wei nberg, CM A, CPA, is the chie f
ope rati ng offi cer, Se la Roofing and Re mode ling, I nc., i n M i nne apoli s, M inn. He i s a me mbe r of Mi nne apol i s V i ki ng Chapt er, through
whi ch t hi s art i cl e was submi t t e d.
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BY MARTIN D'AMICO, CPA
ompetition for customers is getting
more intense every day. Not only
do companies compete for product
priorities, they compete for time, and
those priorities are endless and unpredictable. Any changes in customer
demand can only be captured with daily or weekly monitoring of sales volume, sales mix, and margins.
In effect, what managers want to
know is: What is the impact on yearend cash?

Whether your business is selling
donuts, bagels and coffee, pants and
blouses, hospital services, or banking
services, the principal but different
products can be reduced to their decimal equivalency of an hour. Hour denominated data then can be linked
from a profit plan to actual operating
results and financial statements —
income, cash flow, and balance sheet —
assembled into their simplest
components.
The concept is built around labor

efficiency using a common multiplier
for one or more products called an
earned hour. This daily measurement
is captured by abbreviated financial
statements with the yearly cash
requirement as the focus.
This concept grew out of my experiences as a division controller of a $250 million corporation, Amerace Corporation, and finally as corporate controller.
As controller of a $50- million division I
needed to know the unit production in
a product line that included more than
JANUARY 1999
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Budget
Hours

_

Units

=

1,000 different items. Adding the unit
counts for each part produced did not
give me a consistent daily indicator
because the mix of products within the
whole amount would distort daily
results from one day to the next.
Because there was a standard
amount of time allocated for each component or completed operation of a
product, I was able to take daily counts
of all completed components and products, multiply by the time for each, and
total all the times together. The result,
called earned hours, grew into a measurement system that eventually produced significant savings for that
division.

HOWITWORKS

T his productivity formula can be
adapted for companies of all sizes to
predict year -end cash. In the first part
of the basic three -part formula, budgeted hours expected to be paid are divided by the units expected to be sold or
produced. The result equals the standard earned hour for each unit. Each
unit's earned hour multiplied by the
units sold or produced equals actual
productivity. Then the actual productivity total is divided by the paid productivity total to produce the percent
efficiency rate (see Figure 1).
When actual "productivity" is divided
by actual hours paid for the same period of time and equals 100 %, the unit
forecast is right on target for that period. A manager of a business can apply
both the concept and the arithmetic,
almost as changes are occurring. The
concepts and the math apply more easily to retail and service businesses
because a day's sales equals a day's
production, even though the basic formula and the process originated within
manufacturing accounting.
In addition, earned hours links daily
data with the efficiency margin" of
the financial statements, which is
30
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Standard
Earned
Hour
per Unit

X

Units
Sold

Actual
Productivity

c

described in my book, How to Predict
Year -End Cash & Energize Any Size
Business. The book labels efficiency
margin the pulse of a business because
it captures and highlights every movement of a business by bringing material and all labor under constant scrutiny. That scrutiny starts with the
relationship of the selling price of a
product to a budget or plan. Business
success, which is defined as adhering
to a budget, can only be achieved when
compared to a plan that measures how
material and/or labor efficient a business is when designing, assembling,
converting, manufacturing or just plain
marking up material; using labor to
process or handle material; or only
using labor to serve customers or
clients. Other "cost of sales" items are
subtracted for efficiency margin and
overall control purposes, but there is

Salary
Wages
Cost per earned hour

-

Paid
Productivity

Percent
=

Efficiency
Rate

products to one common unit (earned
hours). The amount of time assigned to
each product or service should have a
logical cost relation to the time to produce and/or sell the product. It is also
a means to attach commonality to
many different products. The key: Budget hours for as many people (hourly
and salary) as desired and from whatever department (the more the better),
and allocate those hours to the different products.
It all starts with the Labor Connection (Table 1) in a plan before a year
starts. Salary hours of 2,000 per year
(40 hours per week) are assigned to all
salaried persons regardless of how
many weekly hours, they may actual
work. If some personnel are paid for
their overtime hours, classify them as
hourly. The salary dollars are those to
be paid in total for each person, but

People

Hours

Hour Rate

1$000)

10

20,000
40,000
60,000

$12.00
$13.83

350
480
830

a. Year's actual with volume variance

830/55,000 = $15.09
-8.3%
-9.1%

6. Year's actual

790/60,000 = $13.17
4.8%
4.8%

Seasonal BusinessesAdd
Flexible wages

18,000
$10
180
78,000
1,010
New budget cost per earned hour $12.95

no need to use them for pricing a product or service because ratios based on
the material and labor content accomplish the "mark -up" without the overhead complication of traditional pricing
methods.
The decimal equivalency of a product
is the multiplier that converts various

you may choose to exclude certain
executives from this base and formula;
however, you must be sure to do the
same when recording their payroll.
Hourly personnel don't need a head
count. The anticipated total hours for
the entire year is the key number. You
can multiply by the average rate

58,200
2,000,000 per hour 0.0291
1,800
250,000 per hour 0.0072
Units
Standard

Donuts, labor hour allocation
Unit donut sales, budget
Coffee, labor hour allocation
Unit coffee sales, budget
Labor /Sales Report (actual)
Donuts @ $0.50
Coffee ® $1.00
Other counter sales

$22,000
1,000
5,000
$28,000
Hours earned 1,287.60
Per hour $21.75

44,000
1,000

HoursEarned

0.0291
0.0072

1,280.40
7.2

ALLOCATINGHOURSTOSALES

1,287.60
Hours paid 1,200
Efficiency 107%

he total hours (from the labor pool
T
above) must be allocated (as a percent)

Hour Allocation
Units

Price

Ratios

Weighted

Percent

Hours

2,000,000
250,000

$0.50
$1.00

8x1
1x2

160
5

97%
3%

165

100%

58,200
1,800
60,000

including overtime and other premiums to accumulate the total dollars for
the year. You can start with the total
dollars and divide by what you feel is
the average rate to arrive at the hours.
After you add all dollars and hours of
the salaried and hourly employees, the
totals comprise the labor pool for the
year.
The variation of yearly numbers to a
budget, (Table la), $15.09 vs. $13.83
per hour or 9.1 % unfavorable, reveals
a volume variance of 55,000 vs. 60,000
(8.3 %). The Table lb variance, $13.17
vs. $13.83, is a 5% cost improvement.
In both cases, the cost per earned hour
deviation, a single number for an
entire operation from a weekly payroll
report, will reveal business efficiency
like no other single number in a budget comparison.
For manufacturing operations the
cost ($830,000) or numerator of the
simple equation would not change. The
"standard hours" from a standard cost
system (naturally less) for budgeted
units expected to be manufactured in a
year is the denominator. The variation
to that standard rate per earned hour
and the actual rate per earned hour
would include all those common manufacturing variances: downtime, labor
efficiency, overtime, poor yields, and
the ratio of indirect (now includes indirect hourly, administration, and selling
if you so desire). My definition of indirect makes the cost per earned hour
more compatible with activity -based
costing than with manufacturing
accounting.

approach, different periods of time
would have variable hourly benchmarks based on each period's scheduled productivity, while the yearly rate
of $12.95 per hour would remain the
same. This application should give
retailing entrepreneurs and general
managers an incentive to count units
and get serious about profit planning.

The above can easily be adapted to
seasonal businesses. By merely adding
flexible wages of people subject to
workload adjustments, a new budgeted
earned hour rate for a year's duration
can be calculated —in the example,
$12.95. The only difference to this

to each product. The only rule: Don't
assign hours in the same ratio as the
sales of a unit before you divide hours
by units. This would result in each
product having the same standard
earned hour rate. You may allocate
based on sales dollars or the dollars of
material margin. Part of that decision,
the labor cost per unit (from the
earned hour rate X the cost per hour)
must be logical, relative to the selling
price and material cost of each unit.
In Table 2, 60,000 hours are allocated to donuts and coffee units based on
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Material cost
Labor cost

-1
-1

-1
-2

-2
-3

-4
-6

-16
-24

-22
-30

-20
-40

Efficiency Margin
Percent

4

6

8

18

72
64%

81
61%

90
60%

Salary not above
Advertising
All other

-2
-4
-4

-2
-2
-2

-2
-2
-3

-6
-8
-9

-24
-32
-36

-24
-18
-30

-25
-20
-30

Profit/Loss

-6

0

1

-5

-20

9

15

-3
-2
-3

-12
-8

-3
-5

-2
-4

-2

-3
-2
-1

-2

-5

-13

1

9

Other
Cash, purchases, fixed assets
Cash, debt service
Financial transactions
Net CashFlow
Balance Sheet

Equity
Fixed assets
Debt
Working capital, other
Cash
Balance

-6
Beginning

-10

6

0

20

-6

2
-2

-1
3
2
1
-5

0

0

0

0

-10

the weighted average of units and selling price, resulting in .0291 for each
donut and .0072 for each coffee. The
week's productivity, sales units and
dollars, converts to hours earned of
1,287 or $21.75 per hour. The $21.75
easily can be compared to a budgeted
rate, and notice that the single number
includes further mix information per
hour for the sales without standards
(other counter sales) of $5,000.
There are key numbers day to day,
or week to week, that managers should
focus on: First is the hourly efficiency
percent from a payroll report of hours
paid for the entire labor pool (remember, use 40 hours per week for salary).
It is not necessary to insert sales or
labor dollars on a daily report. When
the dollars of sales and labor are
attached (at least weekly and year -todate) to earned hours, the result will
be two actual hourly rates: Sales Per
Earned Hour and the Cost Per Earned
Hour. Both quotients which were
derived from earned hours (not paid
hours) will be automatically flexing the
original plan to new volume levels, pro32
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Yearto Date

Estimate

Profit Plan

5
3
2
3
-13

-9
3
5

-15
2
4

1

9

0

0

0

ducing an active budget process for the
remainder of the year.
The Controller spreadsheet (Table 3)
is the monthly format that keeps each
year's operation in perspective as to
where the business has been and
where it is going, relative to the profit
plan (budget). Even for very complicated operations I advocate and show how
to get the job done with only 15 to 20
lines that include an income, cash flow,
and balance sheet statement. It
records results for each month, year -todate, along with an annualization column (the entire year's rate of business
activity, based on the year -to -date actual results). The annualization is a
guide for the most important column;
an estimate that is updated monthly in
the hope of making the budget a reality. The Controller gathers its 20 lines
from a monthly financial statement or
a checkbook.
The weekly Labor /Sales Report will
be the principal resource for revising
sales and labor dollars in the estimate
column on the Controller. The other 15line items on the Controller will be

brought into focus monthly and revised
based on the actual year -to -date
results and a manager's assessment of
the future. The most volatile numbers— sales, labor, and cash —are
under weekly per -hour control.
No wonder predicting year -end cash
is easy with daily input of unit volume,
sales mix, and labor efficiency, the
three principal variables when comparing actual results to a plan or budget.
The past is clearly visible for the general manager to modify and capture
new earned hours rates. All during the
process, the manager will have new
daily data to test various actions and
the impact on year -end cash. Those
year -to -date hours earned with the dollar sales value of each will make every
cash forecast routine. ■
Marti n D 'Amico, now an onli ne consult ant,
www.predi ct cashfl ow.com, and author of How to
Predict Year-End Cash & Energize Any Size
Busin ess, spent 30 years in publ i c and pri vat e
industry as a CPA, division controll er and corporat e controll er for J.K. Lasse r & Company
and, pri nci pally, Ame race a former l ist ed NY SE
Corporati on. He can be cont acte d at
NAIP@aol.com.
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Accountants
BY KENNETH J. ROSE, CPA, AND
JAMES A. HENDRICKS, CPA
uring the last few months, Nicole
went to Japan with her product
team, William and a technical
manager visited a plant in Brazil, and
Don and Dave checked out a potential
joint venture partner in Asia. "So,
what ?" you say. "Nothing unusual
there." Quite true, but these are management accountants. Once the
denizens of the back office, they are
now stepping out with the rest of their
corporate colleagues to serve as financial advisors on various product and
project teams. And that can mean overseas travel.
Using its management accountants
and financial managers in this capacity has paid off for Caterpillar Inc.
Those in staff or supervisory -level positions have provided valuable on -site
assistance and expertise in crucial
negotiations, and, in turn, they have
gained knowledge and experience that
34
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will help them do their jobs better and
further their careers.

HOWHASITWORKED?

C aterpillar is team oriented, and its
management accountants and financial
managers play an active role on the
teams they support. Take the new
products teams, for instance. When
Caterpillar launches new products, it
forms new product introduction teams.
Members come from engineering, operations, planning, purchasing, marketing, and accounting —every area that
contributes significantly to bringing
the product to market. Each member
offers his or her input in the areas
appropriate to the job. The planning
and decision - making process often
becomes complicated because some
products are manufactured in several
locations around the world, so when
critical sourcing decisions are being
made, staff accountants on the team

provide an important business
perspective.
Here's a good example. In 1997,
while design work was progressing on
the Caterpillar "G" series of wheel
loaders, Powertrain team members
around the world were refining their
design and manufacturing requirements for axles and other components.
The axles were produced in four plants
on four different continents, so differences in manufacturing, materials, and
customer requirements presented substantial challenges. In such cases, the
company often uses multiplant comparisons of manufacturability, materials sourcing, and cost to analyze design
and manufacturing alternatives.
While some of the questions about
axle design and manufacturability
involved hard -core engineering issues,
others concerned product cost reductions, particularly where the costs
were different among the facilities. To
address these issues, each plant's new

Includestafforsupervisory-levelmanagement
accountantsandfinancialmanagersasbusiness
advisorsonoverseascorporatetrips.Itcanpay
offwellforyourcompany.

Overseas
product introduction team agreed to
send representatives to a one -week,
worldwide Powertrain meeting at the
Sagami, Japan, facility. They needed to
review costs thoroughly, especially the
cost drivers and assumptions that
went into the cost calculations. The
work called for a product cost
accountant.
Caterpillar's Aurora, Ill., team traveling to Sagami consisted of three
members who were responsible for
handling the discussion topics of man ufacturability, quality, performance,
and cost. Nicole was the staff accountant assigned to the team. To get ready
for her trip, Nicole reviewed cost information from the four production facilities and prepared a presentation of her
preliminary findings. Using piece -partlevel cost information from Caterpillar's Cost Information System, she
assembled summaries of costs by major
shop operations in an effort to identify
the sources of the cost differences.

Nicole knew that the cost information
system output would provide an excellent basis for the detailed discussions
that ultimately would resolve the cost
issues.
During the Sagami meetings, the
engineers and accountants were able to
determine differences in cost among
the facilities and to identify substantial cost savings. Although the trip was
expensive as far as dollars were concerned, its value to the company was
obvious to everyone. New product
introduction teams at each facility correspond regularly via e-mail, telephone, and fax, but Caterpillar has
found that differences in time zones,
languages, and cultures often are managed best by face -to -face meetings. It's
especially beneficial for team members
to be able to watch others' facial
expressions, gestures, and body language so they can determine what's
really going on in the meetings. Nicole
added, "One big benefit of my being on

location was the opportunity to ask
questions and request more detail during discussions." Videoconferences can
be almost as beneficial because they
have the advantage of both audio and
video, but even the best systems are
limited in the clarity of the image and
the number of site groups that can join
the discussion simultaneously.
Nicole mentioned that touring a sister facility and discussing issues in
depth with her overseas colleagues
helped broaden her own view. "I left
the meetings with a better perspective
of our own costs. If you never venture
outside your own facility, you can
become very insulated in your thinking." Also, the extended personal contact with her foreign counterparts and
with the local teammates who made
the trip with her strengthened their
business relationships. It's always easier to interact with someone you have
met in person instead of someone who
is simply a name on a fax or e-mail.
JANUARY 1999
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William, another staff accountant
who had made a similar trip to the
Caterpillar facility in Piracicaba,
Brazil, agreed. He had joined a product
group technical manager on the trip to
assess the manufacturing capabilities
and profitability expectations for an
updated product line. They spent a
week in the plant, where William
worked with the financial issues while
the technical manager determined if
the manufacturing fit was good.
One of their objectives was to analyze the ramifications of building locally or importing complete machines or
key components. They researched
issues such as exchange rate fluctuations, differences in duty and freight,
and other cost drivers. In discussions
with local managers, various options
emerged that they might have missed
in a casual review from 1,500 miles
away. Afterwards, William explained,
"I could not have done a thorough,
effective job of assessing the sourcing
of product to Brazil without spending
time in the Brazil facility. I understood
more about their operations in a two hour tour than in two days of phone
discussions. Visiting a facility also
helps you to confirm that the financial
information matches physical reality."
A key benefit of the trip for William
was that he expanded his skills and
knowledge base, particularly in understanding the global implications of a
sourcing decision. With three other
Caterpillar facilities already producing
similar products around the world, he
had to understand and include in any
decision elements such as freight and
duty differentials, currency exchange
rates, inflation rates, and other business variables. And there's another factor. To be able to get the information
that's needed to make good decisions,
William and others like him must
develop the ability to interact with people at different organizational levels in
accounting, manufacturing, and
marketing.

OVERSEASJOINT
VENTUREANALYSIS

S ome projects, such as the analysis of
a joint venture, require an extended
foreign trip. Don, an accounting supervisor, was supporting a product group
that was considering forming a joint
venture to manufacture a product in
36
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Asia. But the marketing data submitted by the potential partner required
further analysis, and Caterpillar had
to determine if the company had the
technical capabilities to manufacture
equipment to its quality standards.
The product group planned a two week trip to analyze the marketplace
and the manufacturing capabilities of
the potential partner. Three people —
from engineering, manufacturing, and
marketing —were selected to coordinate the marketing study and manufacturing analysis.
The two major tasks related to
accounting were: (1) to analyze the
potential joint venture partner's product cost in enough detail to be able to
calculate the cost of its existing product using Caterpillar -style cost methods and standards and (2) to analyze
the potential partner's financial statements to determine the company's
financial stability.
While the tasks seemed straightforward— review product costs and financial statements —many other factors
complicated the situation. The potential partner was not subject to U.S.
GAAP in the preparation of its unaudited financial statements. And it had
no formal cost accounting system, so
details of material costs, machining
times, assembly times, and the like
would have to be pieced together from
source data and firsthand observation.
Even though the potential partner was
willing to provide the data, the language difference meant that information had to be translated into English
before the Caterpillar team could
use it.
The management accountants went
to work next. Don, the accounting
supervisor, and Dave, an accountant
from Caterpillar's corporate offices,
split the tasks of reviewing the product
costs and the financial statements.
Don's assignment was to work with the
manufacturing team to assess the reliability of the product cost information
and to determine how the partner's
factory processes differed from Caterpillar processes.
He spent much of his time in the
potential partner's factory, working on
the floor with the technical team. His
presence was critical because he asked
the questions that would help him create Caterpillar -style manufacturing
work orders and basic cost rates for

major components and operations. He
also guided the technical team to ask
the questions that would help identify
the tooling, labor hours, and machine
time needed for the manufacturing
operations and processes.
At first, the technical team members
weren't sure that Don needed to be
with them on the factory floor. But
they quickly became convinced that his
input was invaluable. Don observed, "I
brought to the team the understanding
of how the technical information
became cost data. By being with the
team on the floor, I was able to make
certain that we obtained all of the
information that I needed."
Chuck, the manufacturing representative on the team, agreed that the onsite accounting support made the team
complete. He said, "If the accountant
doesn't go, you spend a lot of time
explaining the conditions, etc. —it just
works better if you have the accountant there with you."
While Don was working on the factory floor, Dave spent most of his time
meeting with the financial representatives of the potential partner. Even
though he had received some of the
company's financial data before the
trip, he soon learned that there was
more to understand about the potential
partner's accounting system than he
had anticipated. For example, certain
"social costs" such as employee housing
and local school payments can be customary local expenses. Understanding
how these things fit into the cost structure was important. "During the first
few days of our meetings, we determined that not only a verbal language
difference existed, but also a difference
in accounting language," Dave said.
He began by giving the potential
partner's representatives an overview
of Caterpillar's accounting methodology. Then they gave Dave an overview
of their cost accounting and financial
statement methodology. Dave emphasized that, "Discussing and understanding the differences in methodology were critical to our ability to
analyze the financial aspects of the
potential joint venture."
One of Dave's big tasks was to take
the cost information that Don obtained
and determine if the financial statements supported the computed cost
data. Dave might have been able to do
this analysis from his headquarters

office, but many questions arose that
would have taken a long time to
answer without the benefit of face -toface discussions.
As the two -week trip progressed, the
team began to hold nightly "wrap -up"
sessions in the hotel after dinner. Team
members met for one or two hours to
discuss the day's progress and to plan
for the next day's events. "These wrap up meetings were really important
because we identified areas where we
needed to spend more time," Don said,
adding, "I think the meetings shortened the overall process."
A main advantage of Don and Dave's
being on -site during the two weeks was
building the same respect and trust
that Nicole and William had experienced on their trips. "Within many cultures, a strong emphasis is placed on
face -to -face dealings and long -term
relationships," Don noted. "Without the
face -to -face contact, the trust necessary to form a business partnership
such as a joint venture would be
impossible to create," Dave added.
Equally important, the team members grew to trust each other. Don
described how team rapport developed
during the work assignment and how
the bond among team members
strengthened. "At every dinner we
talked about the study. If you just sat
at home and waited for the faxes, you'd
never gain the understanding that the
other team members obtained." This
building of trust and rapport within
the team structure was one of the key
goals for another trip that Don would
take, this time with co- author Ken
Rose as they organized a meeting to
build a worldwide consensus.

ASTRATEGYMEETINGKEN'S VIEW

E arly last year, my supervisor Don
and I were contemplating a meeting
with colleagues from around the world
to discuss new ideas for long -term
financial strategies for one of Caterpillar's key product groups. As a result of
Caterpillar's reorganization in the early 1990s, many individual product
lines had been placed under the
authority of product managers who
had complete responsibility for engineering, manufacturing, and certain
marketing functions related to their
products. Even though all product

managers oriented their strategies
toward the best interests of Caterpillar
Inc., we thought that creating a combined, "global strategy" business model
might provide them with an additional,
useful perspective on their businesses.
We wondered if a unified strategy concept could help the product managers
realize even greater synergy while
improving individual product -line
financial results.
After many e- mails, faxes, and telephone calls, we decided that a "meeting of the minds" was in order. We
requested that everyone involved meet

If you never
venture outside
your own facility,
you can become
insulated in your
thinking.
in Belgium for a three -day forum. During the three -day meeting, we presented our "straw" proposal for strategic
principles and models and then held a
series of discussion sessions to refine
our theories. We also invited other key
marketing and manufacturing personnel to present any related information.
We even had a short meeting with one
of the product managers to give him a
preview of our proposal. By the time
we said our last good -byes, we had
revised our original proposal to satisfy
the needs of the four worldwide product group managers.
From a tactical perspective, our decision to hold that meeting was a good
one. Everyone who attended left believing that the final proposal had been a
joint effort — everybody had a chance to
express his/her opinion and to provide
input. By holding the meeting outside
the United States, we could schedule
special presentations and emphasize
that we were seeking consensus on an
international initiative —not "selling" a

U.S. facility objective. Sometimes you
need to give up the comfort of your
home turf in order to achieve a collective victory.

OTHERBENEFITSOF
FOREIGNTRAVEL

C aterpillar management accountants
and financial managers aren't the only
ones who can benefit from such overseas business trips. Financial managers and management accountants
everywhere can gain excellent experience in business protocol and customs
when they visit overseas suppliers or
customers. As Ken notes, "Sometimes
observing certain rituals or practices
firsthand, such as giving a warm `Bon jour' to all of your colleagues at the
beginning of the business day in Belgium or taking a respectful amount of
time to read and consider the business
card handed to you by a colleague from
Japan, gives you a greater appreciation
for other cultures than just reading
about them."
When a company is trying to communicate a conceptual strategy or to
motivate people to arrive at a common
understanding, the face -to -face meeting is the best venue, particularly
when time is limited. Aids such as projection transparencies, whiteboards,
and other presentation tools can help
speakers get key points across and
generate a healthy discussion among
participants about the issues. In fact,
the discussion that follows is extremely
important because it can lead to a consensus of opinion or clear up any misconceptions. William adds that, by
meeting in person, more people take
time for one -on -one communication
during breaks or lunches. "If you sense
a great deal of confusion or disagreement on the part of an individual, you
can always buy him/her a cup of coffee
and try to work out some of the issues
face -to- face —you can't do that over the
phone!"
Repeat face -to -face contact in foreign
countries also has advantages. If you
have developed a set of contacts in a
foreign location, you'll always have
someone you can call if you need information or need to be introduced to
another person in the organization.
Also, once you've met with a group of
people, the second, third, and fourth
meetings are more comfortable because
JANUARY 1999
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you've already established a rapport.
Everyone spends less time "posturing"
or trying to figure out the others' personalities or agendas.

HOW DOYOUJUSTIFY
THETRIP?

U

nfortunately, most companies can't
afford to send their management
accountants and financial managers
overseas just for the experience. Here
are some criteria you and other executives can use as input for the decision.
1. The importance of the decision(s)
to be made at the meeting. The more
critical the decision to the company,
the more reason to send a management accountant or financial manager
on the trip, especially as finance plays
a part in almost every decision.
2. The urgency of the decision(s). If
time is of the essence, delays in translating faxes, e- mails, and phone calls
may be detrimental to the outcome. If
a group needs to identify a solution
and form a consensus quickly, a face to -face meeting may be justified.
3. The advantage of adding a "business perspective" to a team. In the
trips we described, technical groups
met to discuss technical topics, but
because they included a management
accountant in the discussion, relevant
business issues weren't overlooked.
4. The opportunity to leverage the
visit. In addition to the main purpose
of the trip, a good opportunity might
develop for you to combine events or
tasks such as supplier visits or related
presentations. If you can kill two (or
more) birds with one stone, as they
sa y , i t wil l b e ea sier t o j u st ify t he

expense of overseas travel.
5 . T h e o p p o r tu n i t y to e x p a n d t h e
em pl o ye e's k n owle d ge o r e x pe ri e nc e
b a se . I f a m a n a g e m e n t a c c o u n t a n t i s

expected to work closely with colleagues in locations across the globe, a
trip allows him/her to experience other
cultures and business environments
firsthand. The old adage still applies:
There is no substitute for firsthand
knowledge.
6. The timing or ability of the financial manager to be away from the
office. Can the management accountant afford to be out of the country at
that particular time? If the answer is
"no," try to reschedule the meeting for
a better time.
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7. The cost of the trip. Cost is often a
major concern because foreign travel
frequently appears expensive on the
surface. A rule of thumb is, "Is the benefit of an improved decision(s) significantly more than the cost of the trip ?"
If so, the trip is probably a good idea.

HOW CANYOUMAKESURE
THETRIPISASUCCESS?

N

ow that you're actually scheduling
an overseas business trip, there are
several things you can do to help
ensure your trip is a success. (Items
1 -4 also apply to important domestic
meetings.)
1. Have a clear set of goals or objectives. If you understand the primary
objectives, you can focus on the priority
items.
2. Have a detailed set of measurable
outcomes related to the goals of the
trip. These outcomes can serve as a
checklist of items to accomplish. If you
and your colleagues achieve the outcomes, you can be assured that the
time and money were probably well
spent.
3. Establish each person's role in
advance. Along with preparation and
clear objectives, be sure that each
member of the team or delegate to the
meeting has a clear understanding of
what is expected of him/her. As a management accountant, be sure you
understand what is required in terms
of participation in the discussions, data
you'll need to bring along, examples
you'll need to show, and so on.
4. Prepare! Prepare! Prepare! When
Don and his team went to Asia, they
prepared for their factory study by
doing "dry runs" in local Caterpillar

Pass the CFM Exam.
.
d
Guarantee

factories. Make sure that a potentially
successful trip is not spoiled by your
being unprepared to cover the issues
adequately.
5. Make all travel arrangements well
in advance. Get the best airfares, confirm flight times, and be sure your documents are kept safe, but handy. Have
your passport ready at all times, and
be aware of local customs covering tipping, fees, and other necessities. Read
up on the countries you are visiting,
and make business contacts in
advance.
6. Have a set of contingency plans.
One, make backup travel plans. Two,
take additional business material that
can be covered or reviewed if meetings
conclude early or agenda items are
canceled. Always have things to do if
any of your plans fall through.
7. Last, but not least, keep in mind
that the trip is a great opportunity for
learning and personal growth. Whether
everything goes according to plan or
totally opposite, it will be a great experience you will remember and share
the rest of your life.

NORULES

F ew ir o nc l a d ru l es ex i st to he l p a
manager decide whether to send a
management accountant or financial
manager on an overseas business trip.
If you are the manager, consider all the
relevant criteria, but then trust your
intuition and do not err on the side of
conservatism. You will have forgotten
the cost of the trip by next year's
expense budget, but the benefits to and
fro m yo u r st a ff wil l a cc ru e wel l in to

the future. If you're the management
accountant or financial manager, thank
your manager for giving you the opportunity to broaden your horizons and
become an even more valuable member
of your corporate team. ■
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PROCESS
REDESIGN

I

IsItWorthIt?
BY JEFFREY P. SELANDER AND
KELVIN F. CROSS
ust say "business process redesign"
or "reengineering" and anxiety
reigns. The CEO and her operations team agonize over which projects
to staff and fund and for what period
of time. Project team members worry
about the degree of improvement
and/or cost savings that management
will, expect for their project. The rest of
the organization is wondering whether
to anticipate failure or expect breakthroughs for any given project.
And everyone is asking the same
questions and sharing the same concerns: How much can we expect to
improve? How long will it take? What
are the costs/benefits?
We have helped companies through
dozens of redesigns using a three -step,
three -tool approach to answer those
questions. It involves process mapping,
value analysis, and the half -life principle. With these tools, any team can
provide the answers management
needs and reduce everyone's anxiety.

an "as is" perspective, it gets a better
view of the current process, and it can
discover any flaws in a broken process.
It also understands the intricacies and
failings of that process.
So often project teams will overlook
this crucial step of mapping the existing process. In their eagerness to "fix"
a problem, they may deem it a waste of
time. Big mistake. Without a good
baseline map of the existing process
that all team members understand,

Customers and
Intermediaries
Frontroom
Activities
Information

Backroom
Activities

PROCESS MAPPING

P rocess mapping, or flowcharting, is
a quick, effective way to develop a picture of the specific activities occurring
within an existing process. When a
team maps its steps in a process from
40
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Suppliers
and Advisors

0

they can't move forward in the right
direction. At best, that causes delays
and frustration. At worst, it can cost a

ID Number
Process
Activity
Process Time:
5 minutes
Cycle Time:
1 minute
Percentage of
Flow Through
Step: 100%

Three tools can help you decide and
provide a catalyst for change.

overall process. Figure 1 shows a sample process map and the types of information a user should get from each
step.

VALUEANALYSIS

T he next step is for the team to take
the information it learned from the
process map and conduct a value
analysis. Using the process map as its
blueprint, the team estimates the percentage of value a given process is providing to the customer. First, the team
evaluates each activity on the process
map individually and places it into the
appropriate category (see Table 1).
Five of the categories are classified as
nonvalue -added steps, and the sixth is
considered value- added. The group
should categorize each step using the
following value -added test. If any of
these questions can be answered "yes,"
the activity adds value and should be
categorized as such:
company millions in wasted money,
resources, and lost opportunities.
Debate is growing over the mechanics of how to do process mapping, but
many software platforms exist that can
do the job. To produce our maps, we
primarily use flowcharting software
where it is possible to export the list of
steps and their descriptions to a
spreadsheet. The link to a spreadsheet
enables the entire process to be quantified more readily. It is important to be
able to enter process and cycle times
for each step as well as workflow percentages through each step.
We format our process maps (sometimes these maps are called deployment charts) into horizontal bands to
illustrate where and by whom an
activity is performed.1 All activities
that are performed with the customer
(such as a sales call) are depicted in
the top band. Activities performed by
vendors are shown in the bottom band.
This way we can isolate the involvement by various constituencies in the

• Is it linked directly to a customer
need?
• Is the customer willing to pay for it?
• Does it bring you one step closer to
a finished product?
• Is it linked directly to the functional
mission?

If the answer to the preceding questions is collectively "no," most likely
the activity is nonvalue -added and
should be placed in the appropriate
nonvalue -added category. If team members still aren't sure, they need to
answer the following questions:
1. Does it relate to fixing a problem?
2. Is it compensating for poor performance somewhere else?
If the answer is "yes" to either of
these questions, the activity does not
add value and should be categorized in
one of the five other areas described in
Table 1. Next, the team evaluates the
categorized steps for individual process
time and the percentage of workflow
through each step. Then it quantifies
this information by number of steps,
percentage of steps, and percentage of
process time as shown in Table 2.
With value analysis, the team also
can compare its total process time
yield to actual cycle time estimates.
Though this type of data comparison is
nothing new, through it a team can
quickly arrive at a fairly accurate
delay time estimate to use as a basis
for improvement. One team we worked
with recently discovered that it took an
average of 111 days to complete one

Move

The physical or electronic transport of work that occurs between activities
in a process.

Setup

Setups are activities that prepare work for a subsequent activity in the

Control /Inspection

process.
Internal process review steps often referred to as check, inspect, approve.

Internal Failure

Steps are related to correcting in- process failures due to errors in prior
activities in the process.

External Failure

Steps that relate to fixing errors in the product or service that either the
customer has found and /or has become aware of its resolution.

Steps that are considered essential to the process from the customers
perspective (e.g., they're willing to pay for).
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% of Steps
% of Process Time

Sameas
internal
failure, with
customer
contact.

Resolve
Inform
t

72

36

20

30

16

26

36%
39%

18%
20%

10%
13%

15%
12%

8%
3%

13%
13%

cycle in its process, but the value added process time was three days.
This is not an uncommon discovery at
this stage of the analysis.

WHEREDOESTHE
IMPROVEMENTCOME
INTOPLAY?

N ow that the team can estimate how
much value its process is providing the
customer, it can ask, "Where will the
improvement come from ?" "How much
improvement can we expect ?" That
depends on the process. Each category
of activities (moves, setups, failures) has
its own characteristics and responds to
improvement efforts differently. That
means a company should examine each
type of category individually.
Adding value. Prior to a redesign, value -added content can range from 10%
to 25% of the total process time. Generally speaking, most value -added content can be increased to around 40% to
60% of the total process time to
achieve breakthrough performance.
But the higher the value -added content
in the current state, the more incremental the improvements will be. Value increases from steps designed to
increase customer satisfaction. For
instance, when customers return products, someone should ask them why
and give that information to the R &D
department so it can improve the product. Or someone should design a new
shipping process that provides quicker
response times. There are many things
a company can incorporate to enhance
the customer /client relationship.
Moves and setups. As many as two thirds of the move and setup steps can
be designed out of a process and will
42
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thirds of the steps can be
designed out of any process.

disappear when a company implements the redesigned process. The reason lies in the legacy nature of moves
and setups. Typically these types of
work activities evolve within a process
over time. When employees are asked
to justify why they performed a move
or setup, they usually answer, "because
it has always been done this way."
Proper mapping and value analysis
expose these types of legacy activities
so companies can take them out or
change them to fit the goals of the
process, company, and customer more
closely.
Recently, one of our clients in the
medical device industry discovered it
was taking about three or four weeks to
process product returns through its
decontamination chambers. After we
talked with some of the employees who

Infernal /external failures and control
steps. Internal and external failures
are more difficult to reduce because
they usually involve activities inherent
to the process. They are quality issues,
such as product or assembly errors
caught internally or defective product
returned from customers. Or they can
be rework issues, such as the rerouting
of calls in a call center that would
require extensive employee retraining
over time to correct.

THEHALF-LIFECONCEPT

H ow does a team measure the number of steps to be designed out of a
process, and how long should it take?
For this procedure it can use the half-

Assume213of
the failures can

y
-- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -

Current

T1

T2

T3

be reduced over
time (e.g., cut the
failures in half
every interval).

--

Number of Steps

Review
Verify
Check
Clarify
Change

.--------------

Retrieve Meet
Deliver Distribute
Transmit Prepare
Coord.
Assign

performed intermittently when
the pile of returns became
unwieldy (or someone complained loudly enough). By
switching to a standard box
that was two inches smaller in
overall dimensions, employees
can process all returns online in
standard cycles. This minor fix,
which cost pennies per return,
cut decontamination cycle times
from three or four weeks to 24
hours! These results are typical.
That's why we assert that two -

T4

T5

Assume1/3not
being worked on
and/or cannot
be eliminated.

Source: 112 Life Concept of Process Improvement, A, Schneiderman, 1988

were processing the returns and did
some mapping and analysis, we determined that the bottleneck occurred
because the product return packaging
was too big to fit in the decontamination chamber on the regular cycle. That
meant all incoming returns had to be
processed by hand, as needed, in a cycle

life concept of process improvement.
Art Schneiderman developed this concept in his work at Analog Devices in
response to management's request for
a rational, empirical -based method of
goal setting for quality improvement
projects. Internal and external failures —and control steps, to a lesser

degree — within a process are essentially process or product quality problems,
so the half -life concept is an excellent
method to use in gauging their
reduction.
Here's the essence of the half -life
model of process improvement. Whittling away at defects takes time, but
great gains are made in the early
stages. Then the closer you get to perfection, the smaller the gains for the
same level of effort. Hence, the half -life
effect "for each increment in time
. to the half -life, the defect
that is..
equal
level drops, on average, by 50 %."2
For example, assume that a company's product returns are running at 6%
of sales and that, with focused improvement, it could eliminate two thirds of the returns. In other words,
the company has a chance to eliminate
4% of the 6% return rate. Now assume
that the half -life for eliminating two thirds of the product returns is eight
months. The half -life concept dictates
that it will take eight months to cut
the 6% down to 4% of sales and another eight months to cut it again to 3% of
sales,... 2.5 %, 2.25 %, and so forth
...
until the theoretical minimum defect
level of 2% is nearly achieved.
As we said before, roughly two - thirds
of all internal/external failure steps
can be designed out of any given
process. Let's say that the team won't
work on one -third of these steps or
they are inherent to the process (see
Figure 2). The half -life concept will dictate how quickly and at what cost it
can remove the unwanted activities.
The key to this model lies in the
determination of half -life intervals.
Just what is the appropriate half -life
for a given set of internal failures?
Schneiderman provides a quick and

Sample activity
descriptions
from the map

easy framework (Figure 3) from
which a company can make accurate assumptions. His matrix
assumes that the degree of organizational and technical complexity are the primary drivers of
defect half - lives. Organizational
complexity can mean several
things. It can refer to the size or
scope of the organization affected
by the redesign, or it can reflect
the company culture or current
attitude toward change. Technical
complexity can refer to the complexity of the process or the product itself. In any case, as the complexity increases, half -life time
intervals increase. Using this
matrix, redesign teams can assess
the half -life of any internal or
external failure and give management an estimate of time and cost
requirements to reduce to acceptable
levels.

Source:ArtSchneiderman,AnalogDevices,Inc.

that fully one -third of this multibillion
dollar corporation rated the group's
performance as "fair to poor." It knew it
had to do something quickly.
It assigned a project team to evaluate the current process to determine
how much of what its members did
really added value to their customers.
In this case, the group's customers
were the telecom employees themselves. After agreeing upon this distinction, the project team was able to
draw an as -is process map from the
employees' —or true customers' —
perspective.
After finishing a 600+ step map, the
team quantified and categorized each
step according to process times, work
volumes, and type of activity. Then it
built the value analysis shown in
Table 3.
With the data presented in this way,
the team made some interesting discoveries. Employees spent fully one-

VOICE AND VIDEO SERVICE

MANAGEMENTGROUP

L et's look at a case in point. The
Voice and Video Service Management
Group ( "the group ") is an internal communications group at a global telecommunications corporation. It is responsible for managing all internal voice and
video communications within the corporate infrastructure, which ranges
from handling changes in individual
phone lines up to major installations of
internal call centers. The group also
manages the internal help desk for all
corporate communication needs.
After awhile, the group found it
couldn't provide quality communications service in a reasonable period of
time. In fact, internal ratings showed

Retrieve
Deliver
Transmit

Batch
Sort
Prepare
Assign

Review
Verify
Check
Clarify

Correct
Request
Get more info.
Document
Errors

Reissue
Rework
Resubmit
Fix

Produce
Install
Initiate

Number of Steps

194

108

139

65

39

113

658

% of Steps

29%

16%

21%

10%

6%

11%

100%

% of Process Time

20%

10%

20%

30%

5%

15%

100%

% of Cycle Time

1.2%

0.5%

1.2%

1.9%

0.3%

0.9%
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Voice and Video

Potential

Employees

Savi ngs

300

X

% Ret ained

X

25%

third of the process time on setting up
or moving work around. They spent
another 55% of their time checking for
or fixing failures. More than half the
actual time anyone spent on work
related to the failure of that work.
Only 15% of what was going on in the
process related to what the customer
wanted: inexpensive communications
support provided quickly and
accurately.
Even more telling was the percentage of cycle time data. When an
employee processed a telephone order,
only 6% of the processing time was
spent moving it to completion. The other 94% of the time the order sat in a
queue in somebody's in- basket. After
analyzing the data in Table 3, the team
decided to redesign the process.
How much improvement could they
expect? They analyzed the moves and
setup steps, determining that most
involved the move, installation, change,
or reconnect of fewer than five telephone stations. These orders made up
almost 85% of all such requests, yet
the company's current process was
organized to handle the installation of
large, complex call centers. By analyzing and separating the simple from the
complex, the team concluded that it
could discard two - thirds of the moves
and setups.
The other area with large potential
for improvement was the way the
group handled its billing inquiries and
help desk requests. Many of the rework
steps were associated with incorrect
billings returned to the group. By
changing billing practices, the team
determined that most of the billing related rework activities could be discarded over time. Many of the steps
the group wanted to drop would be
control steps as the process began producing accurate billings.
They could cut help desk requests
through better training of the help
desk staff and through the use of technology to get the requests answered
44
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by Group
50%

Cost/

X

Employee

$75,000

Annual Cost
=

Savi ngs

$2.8 million

quickly and accurately. Help desk calls
also could be reduced significantly
through the use of quality measures
aimed at improving performance over
time.
But the team still wanted to know
how many improvements they could
make and how long it would take to
attain them. The team turned to the
half -life theory to gauge how long the
improvements would take and figured
out the half -life interval for most key
initiatives would be three months.
Using these guidelines, the team predicted from which areas the improvement (and cost savings) would come if
they could move forward.
Through the use of the value analysis the team was able to gauge the
potential for the redesign. It believed
that in 15 months the redesigned
process could cut failures in half and
moves and setups by two- thirds, and it
could expand the percentage of value added activities to 35%. All this would
be done while freeing up 25% in excess
capacity.
Given the above data, the team also
would be able to show approximate
cost schedules required and savings
generated in the 15 -month time frame.
Assume that for each half -life interval
of three months, the comprehensive
training, restructuring, and equipment
costs would be $100,000 per interval.
To reach the redesign's potential in 15
months, then, would cost about
$500,000.
Further, assuming that the group
employs 300 people, the analysis tells
us that roughly 25% of this workforce
would be freed up for reassignment to
value -added activities or possible reassignment to another area of the company. Let's say half are retrained for other duties within the group, and half
are transferred to other areas of the
company. Assuming a fully loaded
employee costs $75,000 annually, the
company could save $2.8 million annually, and the net benefit would be $2.3

Estimated
_

Costs

$500,000

Net
=

Benefit

$2.3 million

million (see Table 4).
In reality, there are many other factors that would affect both cost and
savings estimates, but when we use
these assumptions it becomes apparent
that the potential for savings outweighs the cost risks involved.

GOODTOOLS

P rocess mapping, value analysis, and
the half -life principle can give any
team faced with a daunting redesign
assessment the information it needs to
move the project into and through
analysis to present to management.
These tools outline an organized way
to give management the answers they
need to know most: "How much
improvement?" "How long to implement?" "What are the costs/benefits ?"
With the complex and sometimes
chaotic landscape that is Corporate
America today, all redesign efforts are
difficult. These tools provide direction
and unlock the potential within a
process. They present the facts in a format that invites exploration and
encourages change. They are a catalyst
for change because they help convince
those who use them of the need for
change and the benefits that are
likely. ■
Je ff Se l ander i s a manage me nt consul t ant
wi th Corporate Renai ssance , Inc. He has consult e d wit h proj e ct te ams in many i ndust rie s
rangi ng from fi nanci al se rvi ce s t o medical
device manufacturi ng. Before joini ng Corporate
Renai ssance, he worke d i n the financial se rvices i ndustry and founded two successful st artup compani es. He can be re ached at ( 781) 2378917 or se lande r@corpren.com.
Kelvin Cross i s presi dent of Corporate
Renaissance, Inc., a business proce ss design
fi rm. He has worked wit h se rvi ce and manufacturi ng compani es t o design e fficient "back
room" processe s, knowledge workflows, and
effecti ve "front room" service encounters support e d by ne w performance me asure ment systems. He can be reached at (617) 242 -7219 or
cross@corpren.com.

Now you can
use Economic
Value Added
and other
shareholder
value m easures
to improve your
corporate capital
investment
decisions.
BY MARC J. EPSTEIN AND
S. DAVID YOUNG
any companies are spending
hundreds of millions of dollars a year on environmentally related operating costs and
capital investments. But their
accounting, costing, and capital
investment systems don't identify
and measure environmental costs
properly. Instead, they hide these
costs in various administrative and
overhead accounts. Further, well developed capital investment tools
that companies use throughout their
organizations are rarely employed for environmental capital
investments. If used properly, shareholder value measures
such as economic value added (EVA @), an increasingly popular performance metric, can significantly improve corporate
decision making in the realm of environmental management
and can improve both environmental and general capital
investment decisions.)
Companies often make their investment decisions about
environmentally related projects based on incomplete data
and incomplete analysis. If companies undertake the projects
because they have to comply with an environmental regulation, they usually don't scrutinize them as much as they do
capital projects. The main reason is the lack of financial
expertise in environmental health and safety (EMS)
departments and the attitude, shared by managers throughout the corporate world, that they have no choice because
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they must comply with the regulations. We think this attitude produces substantially inferior decisions and compromises efforts to design, implement, and manage a corporate
environmental strategy. It continues to foster reactive
approaches to environmental management and inhibits the
development of proactive approaches that can lead to substantially reduced environmental impacts and dramatic
improvements in long -term corporate profitability.

WHATARETHEUSUALPROCEDURES?

W hile discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis is common in
most corporate capital investment projects, companies
approve many environmental projects with only a simple
payback analysis. Lack of financial expertise encourages the
use of payback, and some finance departments believe DCF
JAN UA RY 1999
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analysis isn't necessary in regulatory projects because the
projects must be completed without regard to whether they
are financially sound.
The result is that companies do not identify or analyze the
impacts of such projects. Not only is this approach common
for projects driven by regulatory mandate, but it often is
applied to voluntary projects. Further, companies typically
require payback periods that are substantially shorter than
for other capital investments and don't subject the projects to
the rigorous analysis the capital investment process usually
entails. One study of environmental capital investments
found that "payback periods were short; in nearly two - thirds
of the activities, companies recouped their investments in six
months or less."2 By requiring extremely short payback periods; by avoiding the typical corporate technical, environmental, and financial screens; and by ignoring a full understanding of future costs and benefits, companies often make
improper capital investment decisions. 3
But when they complete a DCF analysis that considers all
the impacts of a project on the company through the entire
life cycle, they are encouraged to think through the impacts
and possibly examine process and product redesign. They can
accomplish this task through cross - functional groups that
examine all of the impacts and consider likely changes in
regulations, technology, cost of technology, consumer demand,
and the impacts of those changes on the proposed capital
investment. 4 Financial professionals should use the same
techniques they use to forecast cash inflows and outflows for
traditional investment projects to estimate the likely future
cash flows related to the environmental impacts of general
corporate capital investments, plant sitings, and both voluntary and regulatory environmental capital investments.
Obviously, the decision process for regulatory projects and
voluntary projects should be different, but the analysis of
alternatives and impacts should not. Too often, companies
focus only on minimizing costs instead of maximizing net
benefits. Too often, they calculate only the payback period
without considering the time value of money, the broad array
of constituencies affected, or the significant future benefits
and costs likely to arise from environmentally related capital
projects. Choosing projects based only on the shortest payback period will not yield the best choices.
EVA, which can show the contribution of environmental
investments to shareholder value and can be tied to compensation and long -term divisional improvement, is one way to go.

WHAT IS EVA AND HOW IS IT CALCULATED?

E VA is similar to conventional measures of profit but with
two important differences: EVA considers the cost of all capital, and it is not constrained by the generally accepted
accounting principles (GAAP) that govern corporate financial
reporting. The net income figures reported in company
income statements consider only the most visible type of capital cost— interest —while ignoring the cost of equity finance.
Financial accountants do not measure the cost of finance provided by the company's shareholders because these costs,
like all opportunity costs, can't be observed directly. But they
are real, nonetheless. Although estimating the cost of equity
is a highly subjective exercise, measures of performance that
ignore such costs can't reveal how successful a company has
46
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been in creating value for its owners. One way to describe
EVA is that it represents a company's profits net of the cost
of both debt and equity capital. It is economic profit or residual income. But EVA doesn't stop there. It also corrects for
potential distortions caused by GAAP. Very simply, the user
of EVA can abandon any accounting principles that are
viewed as distorting the measurement of wealth creation.
To understand EVA, you need to understand Market Value
Added (MVA).5 MVA is the difference between the market
value of the firm and its invested capital (including equity
and debt) contributed to the firm:
MVA = Market value - Invested capital
Managers want to maximize MVA, not the value of the
firm, which is accomplished easily enough by investing ever
increasing amounts of capital. For example, if a company
raises $20 million in capital and invests it in projects that
are expected to earn the cost of capital, both total value and
total capital have increased by $20 million, and MVA is
unchanged. MVA increases only when invested capital earns
a rate of return greater than the cost of capital. When a company invests newly raised capital in value- creating projects
—those with a positive net present value —MVA increases.
When that capital is invested in value - destroying projects
(those with a negative net present value), MVA decreases. So
how does EVA relate to MVA? MVA is the present value of
the firm's expected future EVAs. EVA generates more attention than MVA because, as we will explain later, it is more
amenable to periodic performance measurement.
EVA is calculated as follows:
Net sales
— Operating expenses
= Operating profit
Taxes
Net operating profit
Capital charges
EVA
Capital charges equal a company's "invested capital" (or
"capital employed ") times the weighted- average cost of capital. Invested capital is the sum of all the company's financing
apart from noninterest - bearing short -term liabilities, such as
accounts payable, accrued wages, and accrued taxes.
If GAAP distorts the measurement of capital or operating
income, it can be adjusted as necessary. Most of the adjustments are in the form of "equity equivalents." The logic
behind these adjustments is that when companies apply
GAAP, certain items are charged to income, such as provisions, deferred taxes, and goodwill, which artificially —and
misleadingly— reduce stated capital. Unless these charges
are restored to equity, capital charges will be understated,
and operating income will be misstated.
The potential number of adjustments is practically limitless. EVA consultants have already identified more than 150
changes that can be made to operating profit and invested
capital. But most companies that use EVA or similar measures make fewer than five adjustments (and many make
none at all) for fear that the evaluation and reward system
based on EVA would become impossibly complicated.

IMPLEMENTINGEVA
lthough the idea of using EVA is
often proposed by the CFO or the
corporate controller, the implementation process begins with the board
and the CEO. The CFO's office may
spearhead implementation, but the
profound attitude shifts that are possible from value -based management
practices require commitment at the
highest levels. Why expect employees
to accept EVA and all that goes with
it if the CEO doesn't appear totally
committed to the concept?
As shown in Table 1, after the
board, the CEO, and other top managers have accepted value -based management and the use of EVA, a steering committee must be established to
make the important strategic decisions regarding program design. The
members of this committee should
include the CFO, at least one senior level operating manager other than
the CEO, and the corporate head of
human resources. Other candidates
might include a senior strategic business unit or product line manager, the
corporate controller, and the head of
investor relations. This committee will
be tasked with determining, subject to
board approval:
■ Which corporate activities will be
driven expressly by value -based
management and which activities
will be tied to EVA. A fully committed company incorporates value based management into its strategic planning, capital allocation,
operating budget, and compensation
processes and systems. Investor
relations also will be affected.

How far down in the organizational hierarchy EVA will be calculated. The general rule of thumb is to
continue until the arbitrariness of
transfer pricing and/or overhead
allocation policies offset the advantages of improving line of sight
through the direct measurement

Table 1. A Checklist for
Implementing EVA
Step 1: Establish buy -In at the board and
top management levels.
2:
Step Set up a steering committee that
will make the major strategic
decisions on the EVA program
(subject to board approval).
Step 3: The steering committee formulates a strategy.
What functions will be tied to
EVA?
Compensation
Strategic planning
Operating budgets
Capital budgets
Investor relations
How far down the hierarchy will
EVA be calculated?
How will EVA be calculated?
Management compensation
Who will be covered?
How will the bonus plan work?
Relation to nonfinancial measures
Step 4: The steering committee appoints
a working committee to implement the strategy.
5:
Step Set up a training program.

EVAANDFINANCIALMANAGEMENT

E VA is innovative in three important ways. First, because
it is not bound by GAAP, its users are willing to make whatever adjustments are needed to produce more economically
valid numbers. Second, proponents have been pushing companies to bring EVA into lower levels of the organization on
the assumption that all employees, not just senior managers,
must undertake their tasks with the overriding goal of creating shareholder value. Third, EVA offers a means of measuring and communicating performance that can be used in the
capital markets, for capital investment appraisal, and in the
evaluation and compensation of managerial performance.

of EVA for lower -level managers.
• EVA (or value) drivers will be used
for levels in the hierarchy below
those for which EVA is calculated
and how they will be identified.
The balanced scorecard is a popular approach for this purpose.
• How EVA will be calculated.
• If a single cost of capital figure will
be used to calculate capital charges
or if the cost of capital will be calculated separately for each division.
• Which managers and employees
will have bonuses linked to EVA
and how the bonus plan will work.
A working committee also should be
appointed. This committee will implement the strategy set forth by the
steering committee and approved by
the board. The members of this committee should include, at a minimum,
a senior representative from the
CFO's office (probably an accountant),
a human resources professional (with
extensive experience in management
training), and a senior -level line manager (but below the executive board
level). For medium -sized and smaller
companies, a single committee may be
tasked with both the key strategic
issues in EVA program design and
with implementation of the program.
Large, global companies are more
likely to separate these tasks into two
committees.
Whether performed by the steering
committee or a working committee,
one of the most delicate tasks in EVA
implementation is designing a training program that draws genuine commitment to value creation from the
company's employees.

Instead of using, say, earnings per share to communicate
with security analysts, internal rates of return for capital
investment appraisal, and return on net assets for the evaluation of managerial performance, companies can use EVA for
all three.
Consider a typical capital investment. We undertake the
investment when the net present value is positive and reject
it when the NPV is negative. NPV is calculated by subtracting the capital to be invested from the present value of the
net cash flows, or
NPVproject =

Present Valueproled—Capitalproled
JANUARY 1999
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GEORGIA-PACIFIC'SEXPERIENCE
Borgia- Pacific, a large forest products company, has embraced both
EVA and environmental responsibility. This requires, according to Susan
Moore, Georgia - Pacific's vice president
of environmental affairs, "integrating
society's desire for a clean environment and shareholder expectations
for financial returns."
Environmental projects at Georgia Pacific are evaluated using EVA, and
the environmental affairs department
is evaluated like other departments
using EVA, so employees are challenged to "come up with ideas that
generate savings or, at a minimum, do
not destroy value." Each environmental investment is evaluated by how it
will "reduce consulting fees; lower
capital costs; maximize revenues;
reduce fines; or reduce sales, general,
and administrative (SG &A) expenses."
Among the projects Georgia - Pacific
has adopted are:
An aerator optimization project
that reduced energy usage and generated $106,000 EVA.
An internal consulting team to be
used for complex environmental permitting issues. It reduced the need for
external consultants, speeded up the
permitting process, and allowed more
timely completion of construction projects, generating an EVA of $2.1 million.

A beneficial use for boiler flyash
generated at the plants reduced
transportation and landfilling costs
and created a valuable product, generating an EVA of $800,000.
In all cases, the analysis could have
been completed with discounted cash
flow analysis. But EVA has the advantage that it can be aligned with strategy throughout the organization and
all employees can see how their
actions can affect corporate profitability. In environmental affairs, the
employees can see how these investments also improve the environment.)
Whether a company uses EVA or
DCF, stakeholders must be defined
broadly and the impacts of investments (along with all corporate products, services, and activities) must be
evaluated and included in the investment analysis. An advantage of using
EVA is that some departments —like
environmental affairs —that are often
seen as service departments or
responding primarily to regulatory
requirements can justify their expenditures in the language of the CFO. If
defined broadly, including the impact
on reputation, future revenues, longterm corporate costs, community
interests, local regulation and enforcement, and so forth, investments in
reducing environmental impacts often
have big payoffs. Environmental

Now, consider the formula for MVA:
MVA =

Total Value — Total Capital

In effect, MVA is equivalent to the present value of the
cash flowsto all capital providers (the value of the firm) net
of the capital invested in the firm. Or it is the net present
value for the entire firm. Remember that MVA, whether for
the entire firm or just a single capital investment project,
equals the present value of future EVAs. When you view it in
this way, you can see that firms can use EVA/MVA to evaluate capital investment proposals because these measurement
tools will yield the same answer as NPV. That means the
same terminology that companies use to communicate with
shareholders can also be used internally for decision making.
For capital budgeting proposals, nothing is lost by using EVA
instead of discounted cash flow approaches because EVA produces equivalent results.
If the discounted present value of future EVAs yields the
same answer as NPV, what does EVA offer that NPV doesn't?
From a valuation standpoint, nothing. But EVA does have an
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affairs officers have just not had the
tools or the language to evaluate or
communicate these payoffs. If used
broadly and properly, EVA can be an
important part of the desire to
improve corporate profitability and
environmental responsibility simultaneously.
When production processes yield
only 85% of the raw material input,
waste of 15% is created. The inefficiency is expensive in the loss of raw
material, and the cost increases when
companies must spend specifically to
clean up the waste. When environmental investments can be made to
reduce the waste and improve efficiency, both corporate profitability
and the environment win. When
water consumption in factories can be
reduced through environmental
investments in waste water cleansing
and recycling equipment (and many
companies report recent reductions of
75 % -90% of water use) both the environment and company are improved.
By considering long term environmental and corporate impacts, an EVA
analysis can align strategy and
improve both decisions and
communication.
'Susan F. Moore, "Aligning Environmental Decision
Making with Business Strategy: Georgia - Pacific's
Economic Value Added Approach," Strategic Environmental Management, Volume 1, Number 1,
1998, pp. 69 -76.

important advantage. The problem with NPV (and MVA, for
that matter) is that it is what economists call a "stock" or
"wealth" measure; it is not a "flow."It measures the total
amount of wealth that is expected to be created from undertaking an investment or activity, not performance. Managerial performance is evaluated over periods of time, say, three
months, six months, or a year, not at a point in time. Because
NPV and MVA are equivalent, and MVA is the present value
of future EVAs, EVA becomes the means by which we can
convert the stock measure of NPV (or MVA) into a flow. By
linking management bonuses to EVA, companies reward
managers for undertaking positive net present value projects, which is exactly what they want them to do.

EVA,CAPITALINVESTMENTDECISIONS,
ANDENVIRONMENTALIMPACTS

T o improve the quality of capital investment decisions,
companies must be careful to consider the impacts of their
products, services, and activities on their constituents over
the life of the investment. Many companies make capital

investment decisions on both environmental issues and general capital investments without considering the broad life cycle impacts that will affect long -term corporate profitability. If companies want to improve capital investment
decisions, they need to estimate future costs and benefits
that probably will be internalized.6 One such example is the
cost of product take back. Already common in Europe and
globally in some industries, these are costs that corporations
incur when they take back and dispose of products they produced after consumers use them. Such costs should be
included in both product costing and capital investment
decisions.?
Once a company completes its analysis of future financial
impacts, it should include those results in an NPV or EVA
analysis. Corporate environmental health and safety managers often complain that the analysis of EH &S investments,
both mandated and voluntary, are incomplete because they
don't include a broad integration of impacts. But they also
find that senior corporate managers don't see the value of
these investments and, for this reason, often reject them.
This dilemma can be resolved through EVA because it can
communicate the potential contribution of a project in language that is consistent with what many consider to be the
most important of all corporate concerns: maximizing shareholder value.

BARRIERSANDCHALLENGES
TOEVAIMPLEMENTATION

C ompanies adopt EVA because it can encourage managers
to think and act more like owners. When managers are paid
based on metrics other than EVA or similar value -based measures, there is a substantial risk that they will undertake
activities, such as growth for its own sake, that might
increase their own compensation at the expense of shareholder wealth creation. When companies link pay to EVA,
and especially to improvements in EVA, managers soon learn
that the surest way to high pay and advancement is creating
as much wealth as possible for shareholders over the long
term. But while the idea is simple enough, implementation is
often complicated and frustrating.
Successful implementation of EVA requires:
• A full commitment from top management, especially the
CEO. Not only must the value creation philosophy be
integrated with all of the company's key systems— including strategic planning, capital budgeting, and management compensation —it must constantly be reinforced in
management meetings, training seminars, company
newsletters, performance reviews, and in communications
with external parties such as security analysts and the
financial press.
• A decision on which, if any, adjustments are to be made to
the GAAP -based accounting numbers. Companies have a
delicate balancing act to perform, managing the increased
precision that comes from making more and more adjustments against the need to keep the measurement system
easy and understandable.
• A careful consideration of transfer pricing and overhead
allocation policies and their impact on EVA calculations.
These issues are crucial because they can interfere with

one of EVA's most potent advantages: its ability to get all
managers, not just the most senior ones, to think more
like owners. The power of EVA to accomplish this mission
depends largely on the calculation of divisional EVA. But
as any management accountant knows, different transfer
pricing and overhead allocation policies can lead to wildly
different divisional performance numbers. These issues
are especially troublesome when large portions of managerial pay are linked to these numbers. Companies can
sidestep the problem by calculating EVA only at the group
level or for large stand -alone units. Unfortunately, when
bonuses are linked to EVA at the corporate level, the compensation system becomes little better than conventional
profit- sharing plans. Its ability to act as a motivator for
employees at all levels becomes seriously blunted because,
for all but the most senior managers, corporate EVA is too
remote from their day -to -day activities.
■ Intensive training for any manager or employee whose
bonuses will be linked to EVA. In addition to explaining
the imperative of value creation, and why it must go to
the top of the corporate agenda, employees must understand how their unit EVAs will be calculated and how, in
detail, the EVA numbers will be linked to compensation.
Management accountants and financial managers can
make a major contribution to corporate profits by using their
skills in measurement and analysis to improve capital
investment decisions. On the environmental front, that
includes identification and measurement of impacts related
to a broader set of constituencies and a broader set of
impacts than most companies now consider. It also means
communicating this information effectively throughout the
organization and demonstrating the relationship of the various impacts on shareholder value. EVA can be an important
tool in this effort. ■
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Hospital
Survivalin
aManaged
CareEnvironment
BY L. GAYLE RAYBURN, CMA, AND J. MIKE RAYBURN
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BACKGROUND

H ealthcare cost have increased rapidly since
the early 1980s. The passage of Medicare giving
healthcare coverage to the elderly contributed
to this increase. Currently, consumers are concerned that they
be unable to pay for their
healthcare. The explosive increase in healthcare
cost, caused in part by Medicare, is the prime
mover for the rapid growth of managed care
and competition in the healthcare market.
will

emorial Hospital, a private not- for -profit institution, faced a financial crisis in
1998. The hospital had lost almost $2
million in 1998 and is projected to lose $3 million in 1999. Memorial Hospital is a 500 -bed
institution that offers services similar to the
typical 500 -bed hospital. There are two other
hospitals in the community: a 400 -bed for -profit
hospital and a 275 -bed not - for -profit hospital.
Memorial Hospital's medical staff have privileges at all three hospitals in the community.
All Memorial's physicians are affiliated with
Regional Managed Care (RMC) in various contractual relationships. RMC is a health maintenance organization (HMO) in the area. Memorial Hospital has an opportunity to submit a bid
to cover hospitalization services of RMC members. Memorial Hospital also is considering
leasing its excess beds to a nursing home. Hospital management has hired your consulting
group to assist it in the research, analysis, decision making, and recommendation process. You
are manager of the consulting team that will
assist Memorial Hospital in developing a course
of action that would result in a 5% return on
revenue in two years.

piagnos)s•roiatod group (DRG). With the passage of PL 98 -21 in 1983, the federal government began phasing in a prospective payment
system (PPS) for hospital inpatient services
rendered to Medicare patients. DRGs are a classification system for hospital inpatients that
categorize patients into distinct classes according to the nature and intensity of the services
they receive. The PPS began paying hospitals
on a prospectively determined fixed price for
each Medicare inpatient upon discharge from
the hospital. This fixed price varies depending
on the type of illness or diagnosis - related group.

The future of healthcare. The healthcare industry
represents approximately 14% of the Gross
Domestic Product of the United States. A larger
share of income in the U.S. is spent on healthcare
than ever before, but there have not been offsetting gains in access to healthcare. There has been
concern expressed that the future trend may be
toward a reduction in healthcare access as managed care organizations respond to rising costs by
limiting coverage or actually changing the delivery of care as profit becomes increasingly important as a measure of performance. There are more

CURRENTSITUATION

L indsey Smith, chief financial officer of Memorial Hospital, is busy reviewing the following information for two recent Medicare patients:
John, a 66- year -old man, enters the hospital for acute pulmonary edema. He is treated
with furosemide and oxygen in the emergency
room, spends 38 hours in the hospital, and is
discharged. The hospital's cost
treating
John is $1,800. On the basis of the DRG
episode code for congestive heart failure, the
hospital receives $4,100 from Medicare.
Doug, an 82 year -old man, enters the hospital for acute pulmonary edema. In spite
repeated treatments with nitrates, digoxin,
captopril, and furosemide, he remains in
heart failure. He requires telemetry, daily
blood tests, several chest x -rays, electrocardiograms, and an echocardiogram. Memorial
Hospital finally discharges him on the ninth
hospital day. Total hospital cost of treating
Doug is $25,600; Memorial receives $4,100
from Medicare, the same as for John.
of

Under the managed care capitation system, payments are based on the number of individuals
enrolled. Physicians, clinics, and hospitals that
operate in this new environment are transformed
from revenue generators to cost centers. With capitation payments, hospitals are at risk for admissions, resources used, and length of stay. Under capitation arrangements, hospitals bear all the risk,
and the insurer, usually an HMO, bears no risk. As
a result, hospitals have lost a significant amount
of market power to health plans and insurers.

than 40 million Americans who lack health insurance, and this uninsured group continues to grow.
Managed care use of financial incentives may
lead to under- treatment and a further limiting
of access to appropriate care.
The most important driver of future change
will be the rapid movement of Medicare recipients
into managed care plans. This change will shift
tens of billions of dollars to the bargaining power
of managed care plans. The market force effect on
provider income
will promote an
intense rivalry
between hospitals
■Analysis of Cost Behavior
and physicians
■Forecasts of Financial Data
for control of the
■ Organizational and Personal Ethics
healthcare sys■ Benchmarking
tem. These market pressures on
providers will
■ Submission of Bid ■ Cost Shifting
drive out the
■ Gaming ■ Need to Restructure/Downsize
financial cross■ Hospital vs. Industry Productivity Standards
subsidies from
THE PLAYERS
third -party pay ors that have
■ John Keys— Chairman of Memorial Hospital
existed for more
Board of Trustees
than 40 million
■ Morgan Biggers— Administrator of Memorial
uninsured indiHospital
viduals in the
■ Lindsey Smith —Chief Financial Officer of
United States.
Memorial Hospital
These cross -sub■ Ralph Sims — Manager of Regional Managed
sidies also have
Care, an HMO
financed gradu■ Joe Brown — Purchasing Manager of
ate medical
Memorial Hospital
education.
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Managed tare organizations. A major precipitating factor that led to the early expansion of managed care organizations was the unexpected
decrease in 1980 and 1981 of hospital admissions
which created excess hospital beds. This resulted
in about a 20% decline in admissions, and this
trend did not reverse when the economy strengthened. Also, there was an increase in the supply of
physicians. During the 1980s, a large number of
employers made strong efforts to reduce their
rapidly rising healthcare costs by persuading or
forcing their workers to join managed care plans.
The managed care organizations rapidly expanded and were able to moderate employer cost by
reducing patient referrals to hospitals and specialists and by cutting back on diagnostic tests.
All of this helped to reduce cost during the early
to mid - 1990x.
The following two examples illustrate typical
payments to hospitals from HMOs:
Sue is enrolled in a Blue Cross HMO,
which contracts with City Hospital to care for
Sue if she requires hospitalization. City Hospital receives a specified fee per month as a
capitation fee for each patient enrolled in the
HMO. Sue is fortunate that she is healthy and
never had to enter the hospital during the
time she was an HMO member. However, the
City Hospital received the monthly fee even
though Sue has never been one its patients
Bob also is enrolled in the Blue Cross HMO,
but he is not as lucky as Sue. He became ill
with cancer and spent five weeks in City Hospital. The bone marrow treatments given to
Bob cost the hospital $96,000. City Hospital
received the same monthly fee as for Sue.
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The diagnosis - related group (DRG) method of
payment for Medicare pays a lump sum for each
hospital admission, not on a fee - for - service
basis. The size of the payment depends on the
patient's diagnosis. With the DRG system, the
Medicare program is at risk for the number of
admissions, but the hospital is at risk for the
length of hospital stay and the resources used
during that hospital stay. Medicare has no
financial interest in the length of stay; in contrast, the hospital has an acute interest in the
length of stay and in the number of expensive
procedures performed. A long costly hospitalization such as Doug's produces a financial loss for
the hospital where a short stay could yield a
profit. Hospitals therefore conduct internal utilization reviews to reduce the cost incurred by
Medicare patients.

Table 1. MEMORIAL HOSPITAL INCOME STATEMENT

35,946,000
32,839,000
12,314,500
6,711,000
10,310,000
3,305,000
4,881,000
$106,306,500

$

$

$

1994
$133,173,300
24,126,870
$109,046,430

Average Percent Occupancy
Peak Period Occupancy
Percentage of Medicare Patients
Percentage of Other Patients
Patient Beds
Full -TimeEquivalent Employees (FTE)/
Occupied Beds 140 hours /week)

$
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

Year EndingDecember 31
OperatingRevenues:
1998
1996
Patient Service Revenue
$105,270,000 $118,008,086
Uncollectible Accounts /Allowances
15,005,000
19,757,986
Total Operating Revenues
90,265,000
98,250,100
OperatingExpenses:
Nursing Service
30,890,000
32,075,000
Professional Service /Other
27,385,000
30,080,180
General and Dietary Services
11,392,000
11,708,160
Fiscal Services
5,221,000
5,954,860
Administrative Services
9,567,000
9,605,000
Interest
3,305,000
3,305,000
Depreciation
4,881,000
4,881,000
TOTALOPERATINGEXPENSES
92,641,000
97,609,200
Excess (Deficit) from Operations
($ 2,376,000)
640,900
Nonoperating Revenue
525,000
471,000
Net Income
($ 1,851,00011
1,111,900

2,739,930
468,000
3,207,930

50%
78%
40%
60%
500

60%
84%
30%
70%
500

70%
88%
20%
80%
500

6.5

5.4

4.6

RMC bid. Lindsey Smith is interrupted when
Morgan Biggers, Memorial's hospital administrator, enters her office. Biggers is overjoyed
and remarks, "I have great news; I just got off
the phone with Ralph Sims of Regional Managed Care (RMC). Sims said RMC is issuing a
request for proposal (RFP), and he asked that
Memorial bid for coverage of RMC's members.
This may be an answer to our current financial
problems and a way to avoid laying off some
employees. However, we still need to look at
benchmark information concerning full -time
equivalent employees for a hospital of our size
52
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and percent occupancy to determine if we are
overstaffed."
John Keys, chairman of Memorial Hospital
Board of Trustees, has given Biggers two years
to turn the hospital around to the point where
the hospital is earning a 5% return on revenue.
Table 1 contains recent income statements for
the hospital. Memorial earns nonoperating revenue from its gift shop and concessions. In the
last four years, Memorial has not purchased
any major equipment and has had a salary
freeze in effect. However, the per diem rate
charged has increased over the past four years.
RMC is a managed care organization, often
referred to as an HMO, with 40,000 enrollees.
Last year, 5.2% of RMC's enrollees were hospitalized for an average of 6.1 days annually. Historical information supplied by RMC shows its
utilization is very similar to Memorial's current
utilization rates.
Biggers continues, "We have two months to
deliver our bid to RMC for hospital services.
Our bid will not include physician fees because
they already have contractual relationships
with the HMO. RMC requests a bid on a capitation basis, which means we must quote a
monthly charge per enrollee; the bid will cover
two years. The other two hospitals in the region
also are competing for the RMC contract. To
assist us, I am contacting the consulting manager at the public accounting firm we have used
before. I want the accounting firm to determine
a way to limit our financial exposure for the
proposed capitation contract from RMC."
Smith replies, "Since we are all under pressure from the board to turn the hospital
around, getting RMC's contract may be our only
chance of job survival. Also, getting the contract
would decrease the pressure that we planned to
put on the medical staff to code at a higher level of diagnosis for their patients and to keep
third -party patients as long as possible. We currently have a significant amount of third -party
pay, which means we can still do some cost
shifting. I also am concerned that our physicians would have to act as double agents if
RMC awards us its contract."
Biggers agrees and states, "If we get RMC's
bid, we must purchase additional medical
equipment costing $2 million, which we will
depreciate over five years. Also, we will give
employees a 4% raise each year if we get the
contract. With Memorial's employees earning an
average of $30,000 each for 1998, this will be a
good raise for all. Now, Lindsey, you must first
learn more about managed care organizations
because I am depending on your help."
Smith recognizes the risk that Memorial
Hospital bears in bidding on the HMO contract.
Smith knows that if they get RMC's contract,
they must conduct strict utilization reviews to

make certain that each admission and each
hospital day is justified.
Leasing space to nursing home. To take advantage of excess bed capacity, Memorial managers
also are investigating the possibility of leasing
two of its wings to Family Care, a for -profit
nursing home chain. The two wings of Memorial
contain 175 beds and have several large waiting
and family areas that easily could be converted
to dayrooms and other requirements for a nursing home facility. Family Care will bear the cost
of any renovation. If Memorial accepts either
the contract from RMC or Family Care, employees will receive the 4% raise.
Family Care will charge $125 per patient day
and projects that it will run at 80% occupancy
for the next two years. The Family Care contract agrees to pay Memorial $100 per day per
bed. Memorial will provide the general nursing
staff, dietary, laundry, maintenance, and housekeeping.
Memorial managers expect nursing home
patients to use fewer services than a typical
hospital inpatient. They estimate the following:
■ 50% of nursing home patients will use 10%
of the services an inpatient uses,
■ 35% of nursing home patients will use 15%
of the services an inpatient uses,
■ 12% of nursing home patients will use 25%
of the services an inpatient uses, and
■ 3% of nursing home patients will use 40%
of the services an inpatient uses.
from purchasing manager. Later in
the week, Joe Brown, Memorial's purchasing
manager, stopped by Smith's office to voice his
concern about what he had heard from office
gossip about the possible HMO and nursing
home contracts. Brown commented, "I am really concerned that Memorial may not get these
contracts. I have a son -in -law and a cousin
who work at Memorial, and they could lose
their jobs if we fail to get one or both of these
contracts. I really would appreciate anything
you can do to make sure the cost analysis
comes out right to show the RMC and/or the
nursing home proposal to be profitable. Maybe
you can leave out some costs so the bid won't
be so high. I have some suggestions if you
would like to discuss them over lunch."
Reque st

REQUIREMENTS

Y our consulting team will produce a
15- minute video to be shared with Memorial
Hospital's Board of Directors. Your presentation
should emphasize critical thinking and commu-

RECOMMENDEDREADINGS
"What Is Driving Health System Change ?"
Lynn Etheredge, Stanley B. Jones, and
Lawrence Lewin, Health Affairs, Winter
1996, 15, 93 -104.
"Beyond Coverage and Supply: Measuring
Access to Healthcare in Today's Market,"
Marsha Gold, Health Services Research,
August 1998, 625 +.
"Downsizing, Reengineering, and Restructuring: Long -Term Implications for
Healthcare Organizations," Peggy Leatt,
G. Ross Baker, Paul K. Halverson, and
Catharine Aird, Frontiers of Health
Services Management, Summer 1997,
pp. 3 -17.
"An Industry in Transition," Robin McCaffey Prendergast and James David Prendergast, The Secured Lender, May /June
1998, pp. 36 -50.
Cost Accounting: Using Cost Management
Approach, Sixth Ed., L. Gayle Rayburn,

Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, 111.,
pp. 53 -78, 546 -563, 1996.

Standards of Ethical Conduct for Practitioners of Management Accounting and
Financial Management, Institute of Management Accountants, Montvale, N.J.,
1997.
nication skills and contain your team's response
to the following questions.
1. Arrive at a bid for RMC expressed on a per
enrollee per month basis. Use the high -low
method in estimating cost behavior. Indicate
how Memorial Hospital can limit its financial exposure under capitation contracts.
2. Should Memorial accept Family Care's offer?
Justify your recommendation.
3. Compare Memorial Hospital's information
with appropriate benchmark data. Is Memorial well- managed?
4. Assume RMC does not award the contract
to Memorial. Outline the steps you would
advise Memorial to take to achieve the
Board's directive of a return of 5 %.
5. Identify and resolve ethical situation(s)
which Memorial's administrators, medical
staff, and accountants encounter in the
scenarios discussed.
L. Gayle Rayburn, Ph.D., CMA, CPA, CIA, is professor
of account ing at Sout he ast M issouri State Universit y. She
is the author of numerous te xtbooks and publishe d arti cl es
and i s a me mber of t he St. Loui s Chapte r.
J. Mike Rayburn, D.B.A., R. Ph., is professor of marketing at The U ni ve rsi ty of T enne ssee at M art in. He has be en
the CE O at several major hospit al s and i s the author of
nume rous publi shed art icle s.
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e c h F o r u m

Michael Castelluccio, Editor

THECIRCUSARRIVES
I

far side of the tent because someone
has tilted the muzzle in the direction
of the center tent pole. It's possible
their trajectory could bring the whole
tent down on everybody.
How Did It Come to This? No less
ridiculous than the circus itself are
the causes of this fiasco. The two -place
date field that does not know what
century it is has not been a dark secret that was hidden by a small conspiracy of evil programmers. People
have known about this problem for
decades. What would you think of a
teacher who assigns math homework
to her third -grade class and then announces a due date of two weeks after
the class finishes its graduate studies?
Y2K is old homework, indeed.
Whatever the selfish or foolish reasons for ignoring the Y2K problem,
there will be a surfeit of recrimination
° to come this year. I would like,
ad, to look at another curious asA the catastrophe —the shock we
it being turned on by our own
hnology. Our faith certainly has
been shaken, at least for the
time being.
To get an idea of the extent

t is time to flip the pages of our calendars to the first month of the last
year of the century. And that noise
coming over the distant hill? That is
the dirtbag circus known as Y2K, and
it is coming soon to a town near you.
From the commotion created as it raucously rumbles along it certainly i°
going to be some show. Probably
three rings at least.
In ring number one those little
cars will swerve to a stop and
hundreds of (are they? yes they
are) lawyers will come tumbling out, pushing and climbing over each other. And those
blue - jacketed Keystone figures
rushing in, trying to slam the
doors shut on this onslaught?
Why those are the Congressional cops looking to legislate
down somebody's liability —anybody's liability.
In ring number two the chaos
is even less dignified. On the
backs of ponies, chased by

all will be in the center ring. There,
high above the sawdust floor, will be
the flying COBOLinis, the slightly
aged and overweight family of programmers straining the aircraft cables
of their

d o g s i n s k i r t s, t h e m e d i a

distinction between the limits of
imagination and the limits of
natural law. They feel the
greatest betrayal with failures
like Y2K. But even those of us
realistic enough to know that
0 1 9 9 8 MASTER SE
rigging, doing the flips and
there are limits and spectacular
catches they believe still can save the
failures, as well (Challengers and
whole show. Below, with bumps and
Chernobyls), can feel deep disappointbruises on their foreheads, software
ment in a computer failure of this
salespeople stare up at the solutions,
magnitude.
hardware and software, they are noisily announcing while clumsily juggling.
Not the Only Big Top in Town. The
And in the midst of the noise and consimple reality is that we often expect
fusion, several CEOs wheel out a
way too much of software because we
large cannon into which a CIO and a
underestimate its complexity. Writing
systems manager or two have been
programs is not like manufacturing a
stuffed. These human cannonballs will
material product. You can't fix somebe lucky if they reach the net on the
thing like the Y2K problem by simply

are running down every last "expert" who has not yet been interviewed. Every crackpot, out -ofwork programmer on line at
the checkout with a cart full of
canned goods, candles, and shotgun
shells; every neurotic financial genius
chasing gold and silver reserves, as he
tells us in wide -eyed panic that his
bank and the stock market are both
going to self - destruct —they all will
get their 15 minutes of fame. And
when they run out of experts, the media will do what they always do —turn
and interview each other. What high
seriousness; what fun.
But when the tent poles are in the
ground, the most interesting show of
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o f t h e fa i t h we p l a c e i n t e c h n o l -

ogy, I have a one - question exam for you. True or false,
with technology all things are
)ossible? The length of time
between reading the question
and marking the obvious correct answer (F), is your own
personal measure of the faith
you have in technology. Disciples
vho mark the answer T see no

snapping on two more places for the
rest of the year 's numbers as you
might if you wanted to add two more
ice cubes to the tray you have already
built. It should, therefore, come as no
surprise that Y2K is not the only circus in town.
If you would like to visit the winter
quarters of some of the more recent
software "spectaculars," pick up
Robert L. Glass's Software Runaways:
Lessons Learned from Massive Software Project Failures (Prentice Hall,
1998). Featured are the IRS modernization, the Denver Airport's baggage
handling system, the New Jersey Department of Motor Vehicles, and
many other humbling examples of
what happens when "Sure, we can do
that" meets reality in the form of a
flying wall.
One of the more interesting projects
described is the Advanced Automation
System that was intended to revolutionize the air traffic control system.

There would be the latest in fault -tolerant computing, algorithms to protect
the air traffic control algorithms, so
the system would (almost) never fail.
The system could fail only three seconds a year, according to Mitre's
analysis."
And as the first "Ladeez and
Gennlemenn" heralded the planning
stages in 1981, bidding began and
IBM and Hughes squared off. At its
height, the show employed more than
2,000 people performing for about a
million dollars a day. Fourteen years
and an estimated $7 billion later, the
whole thing collapsed into an exhausted heap in the center ring.
Why did it fail? Robert Glass offers
a number of reasons. The choice of
Ada as the programming language,
stubbornly backed by the FAA and the
Department of Defense. A time lag
that introduced its own complications.
"In the design phase, years before programs would be written, ... specifica-

T h e sc a l e o f t h e p r o j e c t wa s n a t i o n -

t i o n s f o r c o m p u t e r p r o g r a m s we r e

wide, and the performers were major
stars: IBM, Hughes, and the federal
government. And this was no tuning
up of the existing Tracon system that
was already in place. As Glass outlines the project, everything in the an-

written to the bit level. System engineers worked hundred-hour weeks to
develop thousand-page specifications
for programs whose loops would begin
to unfold in about seven years." An
endless stream of government rules
led one programmer to describe the
process in this way: "Working on the
project was like working on a car inside the garage with the motor running. Eventually, even the crickets
hopping around the tires suffocate."
There were problems that could not
be solved for any amount of money.
No one could figure out how to reconcile the two systems, old and new,
while the programs were simultaneously running and the government insisted on an absolutely paperless environment. And then there were the

SOFTWARE
RU N f � W r 1 Y S
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tiquated system was to be changed:
"The original Tracon and en route
computers would be replaced. There
would be new algorithms. A new digital voice system was coming along.

changing requirements —a "requirements churn." When the largest project in IBM's history ended, there were
3,000 software defects, and everyone
finally came to the conclusion that the
software could not be written.
The author points to a number of
lessons learned from the failure,
lessons about size and complexity and
the nature of software as a logicomathematical phenomenon, not a
manufacturing process; lessons about
limits and distributed processing;
lessons about human nature and the
temptation to create complexity just

r
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because we can. But perhaps the most
significant lesson to be gleaned from
the pile of collapsed rigging in the
sawdust is this: Our faith in technology has to be grounded in the possible.
And perhaps that will be the greatest benefit to be derived from this
traumatic year of the Y2K Greatest
Show on Earth.

PRODUCTSMARKET

accounting intelligence automates consolidations, inter - company eliminations, currency translations, and other
time - consuming processes to cut days
off the monthly close and eliminate
manual rekeying and data entry errors. FDC is designed so the user can
set it up from data collection and
transmission, through consolidation,
reporting, and financial analysis.
Circle No. 26

ValuWriter"I from Wiley- ValuSource is

AUTOVATrmsoftware from CVM (Corporate VAT Management) is a Windows -

an automatic financial report writer
designed to reduce by 75% the time it
used to take to create a report using
MS Word, Excel, or Lotus 1 -2 -3. ValuWrite performs two tasks: It creates

based application that automates VAT
refund processing so that European
and Canadian VAT can be easily recovered without hiring outside help.
AUTO VAT generates completed 8th
and 13th directive refund applications.
It eliminates commission fees paid to
VAT reclaim service bureaus, ensures
that sensitive financial information
stays in- house, and integrates with
expense management and corporate
charge card systems. A multi - client
version of AUTO VAT is available for
accountants, travel agencies, and expense consultants interested in providing VAT refund services to their
clients.
Circle No. 27

ValuWrite report writer.
"smart reports," which means having
a Word document that conditionally
includes or excludes sections based on
data in a spreadsheet; and it hotlinks
every number, table, and chart back
to the spreadsheet so that when the
spreadsheet data change, so does the
written report. ValuWrite also has a
chart wizard that automatically creates customizable 3 -D charts. These
charts can be placed anywhere in the
Word document and are automatically
updated when the underlying spreadsheet changes.
Circle No. 25

Best Software, Inc. has announced HR
Bookmark', a free site on the World
Wide Web that delivers current information on HR issues and practices to
human resource managers. At
www.hrbookmark.com, the HR Bookmark
site offers original cover stories on important HR topics, links to previously
published articles and other online
sites, opportunities to communicate
with HR experts and peers, a calendar
of upcoming HR events, and peer -topeer surveys and findings.
Circle No. 28

Comshare® Inc. has announced the release of ComshareFOCr"S.O, a consolidation and reporting software. FDC is
part of a suite of applications that
solve the needs of management planning and control, including enterprise
budgeting and custom financial analytic applications. FDC is designed to
handle collection, consolidation, and
statutory and management reporting
of financial data. Comshare's built -in
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Panasonic fax /digital copier.

Panasonic Office Products Company offers the Panofox DF -1100, a laser fax
and digital copier combined in a single unit. The DF -1100 has a flatbed
scanner, making it possible to fax just
about anything, including pages from
books or magazines, and even odd sized documents such as cards. Quick
Scan returns documents quickly as it
scans multiple -page documents at the
rate of 2.8 seconds per page, even in
fine mode. Transmission speeds are
up to six seconds. The DF -1100 can
make up to 99 sorted copies of a multiple -page document that was scanned
only once. It has 10 -ppm printing
speed, 400 -dpi resolution, and 5 -level
contrast control. You can digitally enlarge or reduce documents from 70%
to 141% ratios in 1% steps. The Automatic Document Feeder feeds multiple -page documents up to 30 pages.
Circle No. 29

Cybor0ffice Technologies has unveiled
the first business information management platform, fully integrated
with the Microsoft Office® suite.
CyborOflicoTM is designed for small and
medium -sized businesses. It links together a comprehensive set of accounting modules with manufacturing,
purchasing, order entry, inventory,
and contact management modules in a
fully automated software package. The
program can be further customized to
address special industry needs. CyberOffice brings this functionality to
companies running Microsoft Office
products on PCs or NT servers, or
virtually any company with a PC.
Circle No. 30

CCH Incorporated has released the annual version of its popular professional tax reference 1999 U.S. Master Tax
Guide, in its 82nd year of publication.
The Guide explains basic rules affecting personal and business income tax.
Clear -cut examples show how to handle special problems and protect
against overpayment and mistakes.
The 1999 edition contains comprehensive, timely, and precise explanations
of federal taxes for individuals, partnerships, corporations, estates, and
trusts. Significant new tax developments, including the changes brought
about by the IRS Restructuring and
Reform Act of 1998 and the Tax and
Trade Relief Extension Act of 1998,
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are highlighted and concisely explained for quick reference, along with
new rules established by court decisions and the IRS. The 1999 Guide also includes many time - saving features
such as a Quick Tax Facts card, a tax
calendar, taxpayer - specific return
flowcharts, lists of average itemized
deductions, rate tables, and checklists
of income, deduction, and medical expense items.
Circle No. 31

CCH's Master Tax Guide.

SoturoTax.com from Universal Tax Systems, Inc. is the first tax preparation
and electronic filing method designed
exclusively for the Internet. Secure Tax.com offers a simple, low -cost and
easy -to -use site where taxpayers can
prepare and send their tax returns,
both federal and state, to the IRS directly from their computers. With the
electronic filing, SecureTax.com dramatically shortens the time it takes to
receive refunds. The site has all the
forms (4,000 state and federal), help
wizards, calculations, audit screens,
electronic filing, and retention services
needed to file your taxes. Secure Tax.com features the AnyTime' tax
return organizer that allows taxpayers
to input tax information throughout
the year, the 2 Minute Refund Estimator' for easy estimates or refunds
or amount due, and the Audit Ana lystT' that screens returns for potential problems that may lead to an
audit. Circle No. 32
Tax Management Inc. has released Tax
Management Training Plus Version 2.
This multimedia CD is designed to get
new users of Tax Management CDs up
and running with their products —Tax
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Practice Series, IRS Practice Adviser,
Tax Management Portfolios Plus, and
Tax Management Multistate Tax Portfolios Plus. The primary menu is a
graphic of a computer along with pictures of each Tax Management CDROM. Using this menu, you can select
the start of the training program,
learn more about Tax Management
Inc., or access the interactive electronic catalog. Product training is divided
into four sections that are graphically
depicted as planets. Each planet represents a different aspect of training.
Included is a product tour, a self -running demonstration, interactive exercises, and a specific skills tutorial.
Subscribers can earn four hours of
CPE award. This workshop on CD is
free. Call (800) 223 -7270 (in D.C.,
202 - 785 - 7191).

er produces clear, two -color printouts
on standard 2 1/4" plain paper rolls.
Circle No. 33
FRx Software Corporation has announced the release of Visual Financial
Reportiar version 5.5, an end -userfocused production financial reporting
application. Some key features of the
new version include: FRx directly interfaces with more than 30 different
mid -tier and ERP financial systems
vendors through an OLE component
architecture. This means real -time
posted and unposted data from general ledgers, spreadsheets, and other
non -GL sources can be combined in financial reports to provide up- to -thesecond views of a company's financial
performance. FRx's automation of several key reporting processes eliminates some of the drudge work associated with report generation. Requests
for multiple reports from multiple
users can be generated simultaneously run reports can be
- heduled and
. unattended. Finaniagers can create pre i e -mail lists on a reby- report basis, and
n distribute the finand reports automatially to decision makers throughout the
enterprise.
Circle No. 34

Canon U.S.A., lot. has introduced the
P121 -DN GLOview display calculator.
The GLOview uses extra- large, illuminated green numbers that are displayed on a black
background for
greater contrast
and readability.
The GLOview
combines the best
of two technologies,
the large low -contrast liquid crystal
displays combined
with the smaller,
Maconomy NE Inc.
bright florescent dishas introduced
plays, to offer the
Maconomy 3.0 a
largest, brightest disl
fully integrated
in the marketplace. T__
project accounting
P121 -DH features a 12 -digand
business manCanon display calculator.
it, illuminated GLOview disagement software
play that minimizes eye strain. The
solution that is designed for organizacharacters are 7/10" high and 1/4"
tions and departments that operate in
wide, which is at least 45% larger
rapidly changing environments. The
than competitive models in the same
software includes general ledger, acprice range. Oversized + and * (total)
counts receivable/payable, time and
keys, combined with triple zero (000)
billing, job cost accounting and project
and double zero (00) keys, increase acaccounting, invoicing, purchasing concuracy, comfort, and ease of use for
trol, extensive reporting, and more.
large calculations. Other features inThe timesheet and expense report are
clude Mark -up /down, Tax, Grand ToWeb- based. Maconomy 3.0 is
tal, and Percentage add - on/discount
client/server and platform and server
keys. In addition, Round- off(down,
independent. Maconomy's Oracle dataItem Count, Decimal Switch ( +, 0, 2,
base can be installed on a server run3, 4, F), Backspace, and Non -add Print
ning either UNDO or Windows NT,
keys are also available on the P121both of which support Macintosh and
DH. The serial impact ink roller printWindows clients. Circle No. 35
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This button is your key to
IMA's New CPE Online. It gives

you the ability to learn what you
want, where you want and when
you want to learn it. You'll find it at
imanet. org on the World Wide Web.

ON
Now matter where you are or when, you can meet your
annual CPE requirement more conveniently than ever
before. That's because we've added a complete catalog of
CPE courses online at the IMA Home Page. Courses like:
•
•
•
•

Accounting /Auditing
Business Law
Technology
General Business Topics

•
•
•
•

Taxation
Fina nc e
M a na ge me nt
Ma rke t ing

Ane4 we'll even let you sample the courseware
by giving you up to 8 CPE hours free.
You'll find all this and more when you go to
imanet.org and click on the CPE Online button.
Take your education with you. Access IMA's
CPE Online any time and get your first course FREE.

Check it out

Now!

For information on all the ways IMA can help
you increase your knowledge and maintain your
CPE requirements call at 1 -800- 638 -4427, ext. 302.
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Leadership. Many have claimed it. One has achieved it.
Robert Half is the leader in specialized financial recruiting, with offices worldwide.

Advertising/marketing agency is in search of a flexible, progressive thinking individual. This position will report to the controller, interact with account managers and assume responsibility for developing budgets, analyzing profitability and
preparing financial reports. Ideal candidate will be comfortable
in this artistic, fast -paced environment. Four plus years' general
accounting experience, problem- solving skills and the ability to
learn quickly required, CMA desirable. Salary to $48,000 plus
comprehensive benefits.

International multi - billion dollar retailer is in need of a professional for its regional distribution center. Responsibilities
include conducting research, gathering manufacturing data,
preparing and distributing analyses and reporting on financial
and operational results. This newly created position has endless
opportunity for growth. Salary to $50,000 plus benefits.
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Fast- paced, high - growth computer hardware and software distributor is in need of an assertive and energetic professional to
work with sales personnel. This individual will develop and
coordinate financial procedures, assist in the completion of
monthly financial reports and support the sales staff with planning and analysis. Bachelor's degree in accounting or finance
and three plus years' experience required, CMA ideal.
Compensation includes salary to $50,000 plus benefits.
%
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International law firm with growing presence in the United
States seeks a hands -on professional to manage all accounting
and finance issues for two domestic offices. Position requires
eight plus years' applicable experience to perform all accounting, reporting, analysis and tax compliance. CMA required.
Position offers phenomenal growth potential and salary to
$80,000.

ct

Privately held international service company is in need of an
individual to join its dynamic operation. Responsibilities
include all aspects of financial reporting, including analysis for
upper -level management and special projects. This position
also supervises one individual. Excellent opportunity for
growth and visibility. Full benefits and salary to $43,000.

'nffsns+

Publicly traded commercial leasing company seeks a professional with general accounting experience to assist in quarterly and
annual financial statement preparation. This individual will
also assist in the preparation of other reports filed with the
SEC. Ideal candidate will have four plus years' commercial leasing, financial services or public accounting experience. CPA
and strong PC skills are a plus. Complete benefits package and
salary to $50,000.

t
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Nationally recognized manufacturer and distributor of giftware
seeks a proactive team player to develop its tax department.
This position will manage research, planning and preparation
of consolidated tax returns. Candidate will also review multistate compliance, oversee federal and state tax audits and calculate tax provisions for financial statements. Public or private
background and MS Tax experience preferred, CMA a plus.
Salary to $65 ,000 plus bonus potential including stock options.
M
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High- volume manufacturing company is looking for an individual with five plus years' cost accounting experience. CMA
and strong MS Office skills required. Company offers relocation package, great benefits and salary to $75,000.
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N at i onal manufact uri ng company offe rs out st andi ng opport uni ty t o a hands -on indi vi dual wi th si x pl us ye ars' manufact ur-

High - growth telecommunications company is in need of an
individual to provide fiscal leadership to its manufacturing
department. Responsibilities include managing product costs
from design phase through the manufacturing process, tracking
and analyzing all inventory and associated variances as well as
making key business decisions. Ideal candidate will possess two
plus years' cost accounting experience. Great benefits and salary
to $45,000.

One of the fastest growing public accounting firms in the
nation is in search of an individual with a Bachelor's degree in
accounting and one plus years' experience. Candidate will be
responsible for compiling and reconciling balance sheets and
income statements. This professional will also interact with
clients regarding census and financial data. Salary to $40,000
plus benefits.

ing expe rience. Candidate must be busi ness - orie nte d to act as
the second -in -line within t he divi sion. Supervisory experience
and CPA a must . Company offe rs gre at be ne fi t s and sal ary t o
$ 65,000 pl us bonus.
1 7 ;
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Private company seeks a hands -on individual with five plus
years' financial planning and analysis experience. CMA/MBA
and three plus years' Big Five accounting background a must.
Experience with budgeting and forecasting in a high -tech
environment desired. Salary to $75,000.

Position immediately available at fast- growing auto dealership.
Background in accounting required, strong verbal and written
communications skills preferred. Excellent compensation and
benefits including salary to $50,000.

Individual with strong analytical and general accounting
skills desired for major international advertising organization. Duties include preparing financial statements, managing the treasury, budgeting and variance analysis. Excel
or other spreadsheet experience a plus. Ideal candidate will
be CPA - seeking. Salary to $48,000.

Major television network seeks professional with 10 plus
years' experience in the broadcast cable industry. Duties
include overall sales reporting and analysis, managing the
national finance staff, competitive analysis and forecasting.
CMA a plus. Top benefits including significant bonus
potential and salary to $135,000.

International publishing company specializing in financial
services information seeks a professional with two plus
years' general accounting experience. Individual will be
responsible for performing financial close, reporting and
analysis. Great benefits including bonus potential and
salary to $40,000.

Growth- oriented te lecommuni cat ions provide r seeks a

Well- established financial institution is in search of a polished professional with two plus years' Big Five accounting
experience. Background in retail/consumer lending a plus.
Salary to $45,000 plus benefits package.
C + - .( r � d n n n � i � » t n � » t

Well -known medical facility has great entry-level opportunity for someone with strong finance and spreadsheet
skills. This position offers tremendous opportunity for
growth. Public accounting background a plus. Salary to
$35,000 plus top -notch benefits package.
C n » ; n o m+
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Premier financial services company is in search of a polished professional with forecasting, profit and loss review.
analysis, costing, modeling and MS Access experience.

MBA and /or CMA a plus. Salary to $57,000 plus topnotch benefits package.

Position immediately available for an individual with one
plus years' systems audit experience. Duties include performing application and new systems audits. CPA a must, some
experience in computer programming preferred. 30 -50%
travel required, competitive salary and excellent benefits.

strong accounti ng profe ssional wi th four pl us ye ars' experience, pre ferably in the i ndustry. Dutie s i ncl ude financi al
st at e me nt pre parat ion , ge ne ral account ing, staff supervision
and anal ysis. Knowle dge of MAS, Great Plains or Qui ck -

books highly preferred, CMA a plus. Salary to $55,000.

Corporate financial team is in need of an individual with
four plus years' relevant finance experience. Manufacturing
experience a plus. Business degree required, MBA desirable. Salary to $75,000 plus excellent benefits package.

Nat i onal comput e r consul ti ng and t rai ni ng corporati on i s
in ne ed of an e xpe ri enced account ing professi onal to fi ll
this crit ical posi tion. Ide al candidate will have a Bachel or's
de gree i n accounti ng, CMA i de al. I ndi vi dual wi ll be
re sponsi bl e for managi ng the company's fi nance and
account i ng funct i ons. Sal ary t o $ 70,000.
C t i l t f
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Major publishing organization seeks a self - starter with
one plus years' professional accounting experience. Duties
include financial reporting and analysis, general accounting and special projects. Tremendous growth potential and
salary to $38,000.

Progressive market research firm seeks an individual to join
its financial team in this entry-level position. Responsibilities include assisting marketing staff with project pricing,
cost reporting and analysis. Bachelor's degree in finance or
accounting required. Salary to $50,000.

Manager of Financial
Nat i onal publ i c company offe rs an out st anding opport uni ty to an indi vidual wit h e ight plus years' financial analysis
expe ri e nce and five plus years in manage me nt. Candidat e
must be able t o work inde pe nde nt ly and provide exce ll ent
custome r se rvice. St rong PC and mode ling skil ls a plus,
MBA i n busi ne ss or account ing a must . Sal ary t o $70,000.

Dynamic company is in search of an individual with
recent public accounting experience, preferably in a Big
Five firm. Responsibilities include preparing financial
statements, general ledger, variance analysis and supervising a staff. Four plus years' experience preferred, CPA and
strong computer skills required. Competitive salary and
excellent benefits.
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Immediate opportunity available to an individual with at
least two years' relevant experience. Ideal candidate will
have strong analytical, communications and computer
skills. Bachelor's degree in finance desired. Salary to
$50,000.

Call now for a FREE copy of the Robert Half 1999 Salary Guide.
For more information on these and other professional opportunities, call Robert Half at 800.474.4253
t o b e c onn e ct e d di r e ct l y wi t h your l o cal of fi c e , or vi s i t our we bsi t e at rvw w r obe rt h al i com
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So u th we st S ta t e Un iv e r si t y i n vi t e s a pp l i ca t i on s fo r t h r ee po si ti o n s a s
Assistant/Associa te Professor of Accounting to begin Augu st 1 8, 1 999. One
position is a tenu re tra ck position and two are fixed tea m positions with a
possibil ity of one beco min g te nu re tr a ck . Fa c u lt y me mber in the ten u re
track position will teach both lower a nd u pper level a ccou nting cou rses.
PhD/DBA/ABD in a ccou nting preferred; completion of Ph.D. required by
September 1 of the tenu re a p plica tion yea r . MS in Accou n ting, MPA, or
MBA�with�empha sis�in�a ccou nting—� together�with�CPA�or�CMA�certifica te—is req u ired . Experie nce in colleg e tea c hing a n d rece nt a cco u nting
exper ienc e is high ly de sira ble. Fa c u l t y m e m b e r in t h e fi r st fi xe d t e r m
posi tion wil l te a ch lowe r a n d u p per leve l a c cou n ting cou rses in a rea of
expertise. MS in Accou nting, MPA or MBA with empha sis in a ccou nting
is re qu ire d. CP A or CMA c ertifica te with pu bl ic or indu stry exper ience
prefe rred . Fa c u lty memb er i n sec ond fixe d ter m po sitio n wi ll te a ch prima nly lower level a ccou nting cou rses. MS in Accou nting, MPA or MBA
with empha sis in a ccou nting is requ ired. Letter of a pplica tion a ddressing
position qua lifica tions, vita , tea ching evalu ations, officia l tra nscripts and
na me, a ddress, a nd phone nu mbers of three references shou ld be su bmitted to: Office of Hu man Resources, Southwest State University, 1 501 State
Street, Ma rsha ll, MN 56258. Review of t h e applications will begi n on
Febru ary 1 5, 19 99 a nd will continue until position is filled.

Gl ei m/F lesher
C M A/ C F M R e v i e w
The most effective wa y to PASS

the new CMA and CFM exams.
Over 5,00 0 qu estions. Softwa re

emulates Sylvan computerized
exam format. Books $22.95,
Software $35.00, Cassettes
$ 6 0. 0 0 pe r p ar t , tot al cost !
( 8 0 0 ) 8 7 -G L E I M

ww w. g l e i m . c o m
CMA EX AM FLASHCARD

RE VI E W SY S T E M
P a s s� N o w— i n a FL A S H !
•�Over�1 ,0 0 0 �fla shca rds
•� FR EE �i nfor ma ti on �k it
Call (800) 435 -3769
FAX (609) 724 -0679
Vi sit ht t p: / /
ww w . t u t o r i a l g r o u p . c o m
Mention this ad for $2 0 OFF
complete set order. CFM/CPA
Flashcards also available.
T he T u to ri al Gr ou p, In c.
120 P addock D ri ve
C o l u m b u s, N J 0 8 0 2 2
s

'

Wa nted: Activity -ba sed
costing solu tion written in
Microsoft Access.
TBGDetxoit @aol.com
Attn: Mr. D. Ba ker
(313) 628 -0764

AIpha T ec hn ol ogi es

ABC Technologies Inc.
www.a b cte ch. com

19

11

Accou ntants on Ca ll
www.a ocnet .com

13

7

Alpha Technologies
www.alpha.com

62

American Express
www.a merica n express.com

7

6

Armstrong Laing

9

8

C4
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www.armstronglaing.com
Best Software, Inc.
www.bestsoftwa re.com
IMA's 8 0th Annua l Conference
IMA CFM Program
IMA CMA Program
IMA CPE Online
IMA CPE Self -Study Quiz
IMA Executive Education /REAP
IMA Storefront
www.ima net.org

SOUTHWEST ST AT E UNIVERSIT Y IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EDUCATOR AND EMPLOYER. APPLICATANTS MUST BE ABLE TO
LAWFULLY ACCEPT EMPLOYMENT IN THE UNIT ED STATES.

CMA/CFM REVIEW

Page RS#

Lambers
www.la mberscpa .com

28

10

Maxwell Bu siness Systems, Inc.
www• jamis.com

11

20

MicroMash
www.micromash.com
-

15
33
39
59
24/32d
32 c
63

17 /3 8

Multiview Corporation

C2

22

3

3

www.micromash.com

The leading supplier of power products to the
Cable TV & Telecommunications industries has

Navision Software US, Inc.
www.navision-us.com

the following opportunity at its Corporate
Headquarters in Bellingham, WA

Pendock Mallorn Ltd.
www.pendock.com

31

Assistant Controller Dynamic,team-orientedindividualwill

Planet Corporation, Inc.

5

managetheoarg&financialreportingfunctionsformultiple
operations.Min4yrsprofmgmtexpinsimilarenvironment.
CPAorCMAhelpful.

16

www.budg
getnow.com
Prestige Software International
www.prestigesoft.com

C3

12

Please fax or email resume/salary history to:

Attn:HRDepartment
Fax:360-715-0348;
Email:krice@alpho-us.com

Rober t H alf Mar ket plac e

Sottworld

57

21

Solomon Software, Inc.
www.solomon.com

1

5

Synex Systems Corporation

27

4

www,synex.com
Treasury Mana gement Association
www.tma- net.org

23

23

NoPhoneCalls/EqualOpportunityEmployer
Foro9honalinformotionaboutAlpho,Ostrowwebsueotwww.olp1w.cam

H E L P W AN T E D
FI N AN C I AL j o bs. c om � —
ON THE INTERNET

60 -61

www.robertha lf.com
w w w . s of t i nf o . c om

NOTABLE JOB OPPORTUNITIES!
ht t p J / www. F I N AN C I AL j o b s. c o m
Micha el Mu ll er
Scot t Ma rl ow Agency
—
�' —
`

CHART ER specia lizes in the pla cement
of Accounting professionals na tionwide.

. t
r

T he affordable a nd
ef f ec tive wa y t o
reach your ma rket.

Positions ra nge from Cost Acctg. Ma na gers
to CFOs. Please call to discu ss cu rrent
positions at: 8 0 0-700 -0103

For information or

Fa x you r resu me to: 423-992 -9191
or e-mail you r resume to:
chartercareer@mindspring.com
C h a r t e r C a r e e r C o n s u l t a n t s, I n c .
P.O.�Box�90 8�■�Mayna rdville,�T N�37 80 7
Our client companies pay our fees.

,

sp a c e reserva tions call...
'
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Show Your IMA Pride
Polo shirt embroidered with IMA Logo from
famous manufacturer Outer Banks. High - quality
100% combed cotton. A full, generous fit for all -day
comfort. Rib -knit collar, 2- button placket, short
sleeves with loose - fitting rib -knit cuffs, hemmed
bottom with tennis tail. Made in the USA. Machine
washable and dryable. Minimal shrinkage.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, and XXL.
Colors: Black, Maroon, Teal- Green, or Cobalt Blue
embroidered with IMA Logo in White. White shirt
embr oidered with IMA Logo in Blue a nd Green.

Price: $39.95 plus $6.00 for S &H.

Make Your Mark
Classic Writing Instruments of Double
Lacquered Black Pearl Finish with Gold
Plated Accent. Solid Brass Construction in
a Classic Design with the IMA Seal Logo or

the CMA Logo.
Price: $19.95 plus $2.00 per pen for S &H.

Order Online: www.mamag.com
Order by Mail:
M
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IMA

Attn: Alice Schulman
10 Paragon Drive
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760
Order by Fax:(201) 573-0639
No Phone Orders Accepted.

Name
Address

City
State
Zip _
Phone

ontinuing
Education
Kristine Mayer Brands, CMA, Editor

LETIMABEYOURFINANCIALCORPORATEUNIVERSITY
Corporate universities are a growing
trend. The old "training department"
was reactive and tended to offer a long
list of courses, only some of which might
relate to strategic business objectives.
A corporate university is proactive,
strategic, and comprehensive. It offers
courses based on the organization's
strategic goals for the future. A key
component is a comprehensive skills assessment and review. What competencies will be needed by employees at
each level to assure that they will have
the skill sets to achieve the organization's strategic goals, and what educational resources (internal and external)
can be provided to assure they achieve
these competencies?
Unfortunately, the establishment of a
full- fledged corporate university often
involves a large commitment of funds
and people. Most corporate universities

oped a self - assessment instrument in
which 2,000 financial professionals
have evaluated themselves on more
than 60 competencies judged most important by a targeted group of financial
professionals. After the respondent has
identified the most important competency gaps, we guide them to the appropriate educational resource, either from
the IMA or other sources. We also can
perform an organization -wide analysis
of competency gaps to help your organization decide which in -house courses
will most meet your educational needs.
We are using the assessment results to
plan future course offerings.

nesses are demanding today.
We will be happy to assist your financial professionals as they progress toward these certifications and can even
track each individual's progress as various parts of the exam are passed. Certification or progress toward it is strong
evidence that an individual is keeping
abreast of the financial and management skills demanded of tomorrow's financial professional. Employer sponsorship of that certification indicates the
organization's commitment to the professional development of the employee.
Membership. Membership in the IMA
means inclusion in the premier organization for corporate financial professionals. Members receive discounted rates
on all education programs, the monthly
magazine,MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING,
and the opportunity to participate in
Member Interest Groups and local chapters. Members have the opportunity to
develop valuable contacts as well as
leadership opportunities as a chapter or
council officer.

Education. The IMA has a wide variety
of courses and educational materials in
the technical, management, and change
areas. We also offer a number of delivery systems including live seminars

Research. Every university, corporate or
otherwise, needs a strong research arm
to keep students abreast of the latest
business and financial developments.
IMA has created the Foundation for
Applied Research (FAR) to disseminate
timely research findings that can be applied to current and emerging business
issues. Membership in the IMA gives
you the opportunity to profit from the
benefits of this research and also from
the services of our state -of -the -art
Information Center and library.
By letting the IMA be your corporate

have be en st arte d by large compani e s

and conferences, in -house education,

fi n an ci a l un i ve rs i t y, yo u c an as s u re

with equally large budgets, and even
these companies cannot provide all
strategic educational needs with only
internal resources. The small or midsized company has even more challenges in providing the training and education their finance professionals need
to achieve the strategic goals of the
organization.
Whether you are a large organization
with a well - established corporate university or a smaller organization, the
IMA can provide a solution to these
challenges by functioning as your "financial corporate university." What can
we provide?

self - study, and computer -based and
Internet -based training.
We also have a program in which
participants earn CPE credit for reading selected articles in MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING and completing a quarterly
quiz. Participants can earn up to 24
hours of CPE without ever leaving
home (unless of course you count the
trip to the mailbox as "leaving home "!).

yourself that your financial professionals are continually developing the competencies needed to achieve the organization's strategic goals. Please contact
us if you would like to establish a corporate university program. You may also visit our Web site at www.imanet.org
for an overview of our educational
programs.—Lorin Woolfe

Assessment. The IMA recently devel64

MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

JANUARY1999

Certification. The IMA offers two certifications: Certified Management Accountant (CMA) and Certified in Financial Management (CFM). These
certifications go far beyond traditional
"accounting" practices to create the
"strategic business partners" most busi-

Lori n Woolfe i s director, Course and Program
Deve lopment for t he IMA. He can be reached by
phone (800) 638 -4427, ext. 302; fax (201) 5738185; or Inte rnet: lwoolfe @imanet.org.
Kri st ine Mayer Brands i s control le r, Be rkel ey
Software D esi gn, I nc. She i s a member of t he
IMA E ducati on Commit te e. She can be reached
by phone (719) 457 -8407; fax (719) 457 -8445; or
Inte rne t: brandsk@bsdi.com.

"MUSIC IS THE UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE OF MANKIND,"

KLM
y

v
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Insurance
"Access to Masterpiece /Net
through a browser, via a
standard Windows interface,
will not only simplify
information access and
delivery for the casual user;
it will extend our remote
computing options throughout

the entire enterprise."
FAI
Insurance
Sydney, Australia

"With its ability to support high - volume processing
in multiple currencies and languages, Masterpiece
provides the ideal financial management solution
for our multinational operations."
KLM
The Netherlands

ITT S y s t e m s
"Fora financial software system with the sophistication,
versatility and depth of Masterpiece /Net, we were
astonished at how fast Prestige had it all up and running."
ITT Systems
Colorado Springs, Colorado

"MASTERPIECE' /NET IS THE UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE OF FINANCE."
When Prestige Software InternationalTm introduced Masterpiece /Net, we were confident the global financial harmony it offered would
draw a positive reception. But even we were overwhelmed by the raves it received. Financial managersfrom Los Angeles to London applaud itsglobal
functionality. Its astonishing range lets them seamlessly manage worldwide business operations over the Internet /Intranet.
Masterpiece /Net allows anyone at a desktop to share documents across the enterprise and around the globe. It supportslocal taxation methodsand
accounting practices in places as diverse as Paris and Shanghai. And it monitors business events to get the right information to the right person. Like
letting the appropriate employee know a purchase order awaits approval. Or a customer'sbalance exceedstheir credit limit.
The fact is, our versatile software has been acclaimed for everything from its forecasting powers to its
Year2000andEuroreadiness.
If you'd like to find out how well Masterpiece /Net can perform for your financial operations —and how
amazingly fast all its functionality can be implemented —call usat 1- 800 - 753 -4321, and visit our website at
www.presdgesoft.com. Both will be well worth your time.
And you can quote us on that.
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Abra Payroll pulls the plug
on those unpleasant withdrawals.

IJK

Ga in control over every aspect of
payroll management—including
the cost—with Abra Payroll from
Best Software.

Abra Payroll is a complete payroll management solution
on your PC. You get accurate payrolls on yourschedule
(even trial payrolls), automatic quarterly tax updates,
more than 100 built -in reports, and an integrated
payroll tax filing service. The only thing missing
with Abra Payroll is all those extra fees!

Best of all, Abra Payroll is part of Abra Suite- the nation's
best - selling HRIS from Best Software. This integration
reduces inevitable errors and time wasted maintaining
two separate sets of employee records.
Find out how you can put an end to those unexpected
withdrawals from your corporate coffers.
Call 800 - 424 -9392 today i
FREE evaluation CD,,
visit our website for a
quick product tour.

Bests

Solutions for corporate resource management.

800-424-9392

Microsoft
Abn

Inc.. a Kdl",wneJ subsidiLy o(lSesr Su(nuve. Inc. Mich is. rep —d v.d,.. A i.l MicnAa> ((urrym unn.

www.bestsoftware.com /pay
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